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lnscape is the inward quality of objects
and events, as they are perceived by the
joined observation and introspection of
the poet, who in turn embodies them in
unique poetic forms.
Gerard Manley Hopl<ins

The Taste for Art
Arny E.

Jensen

It's very few who have the taste for art.
Please, sir. Don't touch the sculptures. Here you note
Proportions-body: head (the head in part
Defines the whole), seven to one. Beauty?
Sir, beauty is a nature you can chart,
Design. And so, cut from mahogany
Medusa Slain by Perseus. What form
And here the deli cate Persephone,
Her eyes fixed to the flower she has torn
From mother, earth . The other hand holds clay,
Her marri age band with death . Such skill! She's worn,
A sense drawn from the use of th e line. That way?
More modern works, so me Warhol , some C hagall,
T hey're up for sale. Now to our new displayWhat's that, si r? Oh. That empty pedestal?
Once Galatea by Pygmalion.
T he writing on it? Quaint bur rather dull:
"My every curve he creased into my skin,
My shape bent to the classical ideal."
No, sir. It's not mixed medi a. Now just inNo, no, a myth: she wrote this when made "real":
"I was not asked to chisel my own face;
It's caryatid-like: I've come to feel
The weight of expectation." To your rightAh. Ornamental Love has caught your eye?
I'll have it wrapped, sent to your wife tonight.
It's sure to please and such a handsome buy.

writing on my birthday
Amy E.

Jensen

I call March
a month of indecisionhalf winter/ half spring
with all char rain-no, snowa month of indecision.
It's almost too easy
with all char snow- no, rainto talk about the weather.
It's almost coo easy
to equate yourself with storms,
to talk about the weather
as if it were your reflection ,
to equate yourself with storms
and overcast weather
as a reflection upon you.
My nature isn't transparent as raindon't over-cast weather;
it isn't a metaphor.
No nature is transparent as rain.
I share today with Van Gogh
(it isn't metaphoric:
dates repeat themselves , so
1 share today with Van Gogh)
and the same bold, chiseled lines of living
dated, repeated in myself. Or so
I'd like to think, chat
the same bold, chiseled lines of living
streak like rain over my indecision .
1 like to chink chat.
1 call March
a streak, then a rain of indecision.
Half winter. Half spring.

Forming the Chain of Chains:
Rosalind and the Magic of Love
in As You Like It
Elisa Clements

I

n her relationship with Orlando in As You Like ft, the heroine Rosalind exhibits
an amazing fusion of gender and power roles. She initially appears to act like
many of Shakespeare's other strong-willed females such as Viola in Twelfth Night
and Portia in The Merchant of Venice who assume male disguises in order to solve
their problems. Like Portia and Viola, Rosalind dresses as a boy to do things
prohibited by society for females . She finds herself in dire straights, trapped by her
gender. Indeed, in comparison with the ocher characters in this play, Rosalind first
appears to be the most disadvantaged, lacking the abil ity to succeed, regardless of
her gender. M argaret Boerner Beckman notes the strikes against her: she is "under
sentence of death, without a father or lover, without money" and yet despite all this,
"she also seems to have greater powers than anyone else in the play" (51) . Unlike
many of Shakespeare's other heroines, chis power is not a result of Rosalind's own
forceful will. Rather, as Rosalind hides in the Forest of Arden and recognizes her
affection for Orlando, she also discovers a force beyond her own chat she can work
to her advantage. Dressed as a male, Rosalind gains power by assuming the role of
a magician to manipulate Orlando. Calling upon the Renaissance philosophies of the
magic art, Rosalind transforms herself as she wields the age-old power to direct
Orlando's actions and train him co become exactly what she desires.
Scholars have not previously explored Rosalind's gender/power construct,
though a few critics have identified her as a magician . Beckman classifies Rosalind
as a magician "because throughout the whole play she has made extraordinary,
seemingly impossible-and thus 'magical'-conjunctions between contrary
things" (44). John Powell Ward calls Rosalind a "spellbinder" for her ski ll
in manipulating Orlando, "mesmerizing" Phebe, and "conjuring" the audience
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women in the epilogue (52). And yet these critics have not identified the exact
method of her magic nor followed the progression of Rosalind 's power. Her magic
is much more than a simple game; it appears to follow, almost precisely, the pattern
outlined by the Renaissance philosopher Giordano Bruno in his book De vincufis
in genere ("Of bonds in general"). A near contemporary of Machiavelli and his
famous work The Prince, Bruno's lesser known book addresses the same topics of
power and manipulation, bur from the perspective of magic and love. Bruno
provides a highly derailed account of the process and capabilities of magic when
employed in the context of love. The basic premise of the philosophy is that "love
rules the world" and that the god of love, Eros, "is lord of the world; he ushers,
directs, controls, and appeases everyone" because "Love is the foundation of all
emotions" (qcd. in Couliano 97). Similar to Machiavelli's prototype, the magicians
identified by Bruno manipulate people through the power of love. Indeed, Bruno
asserts that everything reduces to love, and this truth is widely apparent in th e
relationships of As You Like It. Everything of value or importance in the play
comes down to love, and it is this bond that motivates Rosalind's actions with
Orlando. Thus Rosalind acts as a magician in the pattern of Bruno's philosophy to
fulfill her desires for Orlando's love and to mold him into her ideal lover.
Before examining Rosalind's role as a magician, we muse first understand the
requirements established by Bruno for such a figure. The powers of magic that
Bruno analyzes originate in the emotion of love. These two elements of love and
magic are highly similar and interrelated; both love and magic involve the senses
and imagination. One scholar, loan Couliano, explains Bruno's philosophy: "Love
is, in turn, magic, since its processes are identical to magic processes" (88). Bruno's
work De vincufis in genere explores psychological manipulation , but more specifically,
the power available to a manipulator who uses love. Everything in Bruno's world
is defined in terms of love and in relation to Eros, because "the highest bond, the
most important and the most general, belongs to Eros" (91). Furthermore, this
philosophy assigns all people to one of two basic categories: the manipulator or
the manipulated (95). The manipulator possesses the power of magic, and this magic
action "occurs through indirect contact, through sounds and images which exert
their power over the senses of sight and hearing" (91). The magician/manipulator
employs the powers of his subjects' senses and their susceptibility to the phantasies
of the mind. The ultimate goal of Bruno's manipulator is control, by enchaining
the manipulated in his bond (91) . By working on the senses of the subject,
a magic manipulator is able to gain control: "The manipulator, in order to use his
techniques, applies himself to knowing and fathoming through intuition the
characteristics, reactions, and emotions of the subject to be bound to him" (95).
Thus the manipulator must be in tune with the inner workings of the manipulated.
Yet although magicians manipulate the phantasies of others, they must
be removed from the phantasies themselves. Most mortals are influenced by the
powers of imagination, but a magician must have complete control over his
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own imagination (92). Bruno explicitly warns would-be manipulators not to be
controlled by their own phantasies, "lest, believing himself to be their master, he
nevertheless becomes dominated by them" (92). Couliano explains that "in order
ro exercise control over others, it is first essential to be safe from control by others"
(93) . Bruno also provides two vital guidelines for the workers of this magic
power. He says that (I) a magician must be able to accurately identify the source
of information and influences in the world, and (2) "he must render himself
completely immune to any emotion prompted by external causes" (93). A magician
must hold him self above both the outside influences of the world and his own
inner emotions. Ironically, to work the powers of love he must be completely
detached from any involvement himself.
Returning to the text of As You Like ft, we find that the requirement of an
impartial and immune magician appears problematic in Rosalind's case. Early in
the play, she demonstrates definite signs of affection for Orlando. Rosalind
bestows a "chain" upon Orlando after his wrestling match and hesitates to leave
when she first begins to feel Cupid's power over her (I.ii.233). Later when she
expresses her love pains to Celia, Celia misunderstands her and thinks that Rosalind's
sorrow is for her father; Rosalind corrects her assumption: "No, some of it is for
my child 's father," signaling a rather firm attachment to the man (I.iii.I]). To
Celia's response that she should shake off her feelings as mere burrs on her stockings,
Rosalind replies that the "burrs are in [her] heart" and the affections that she feels
"take the part of a better wrestler than [herself] " (l.iii.16, 22-23). This woman
obviously lacks the detachment of Bruno's magician, apparently unfit for the role.
A magician cannot be controlled by emotion, phantasy, or the power of love, or
his or her magic will not work. An additional problem presents itself in Rosalind's
gender; the magician figure traditionally assumed by Bruno was always male.
Clearly, such conditions would seem to negate Rosalind's opportunity to act as
a magici an in this sense. And yet, is it not possible that Rosalind could become
someone else to enact this magic? Although Rosalind as herself is not the magician
specified by Bruno, the new male identity she assumes allows her to fulfill the
requirements of a magician.
Rosalind takes on the disguise of a boy named Ganymede as she, Celia, and
Touchstone depart from court life and enter the Forest of Arden as exiles. Under
threat of death from her uncle, Rosalind decides that as a boy she can more easily
escape capture and hide from her death warrant. However the disguise is much
more than a change of gender; this new identity provides the ideal costume for the
role of magician that she is soon to play with Orlando.
Rosalind comes to recognize the possibility inherent in her disguise only by
degrees; this additional role of magician is initially unknown to Rosalind. She
feels quite content with her ingenuity in creating a disguise to evade capture and
is completely occupied in providing for herself and her traveling companions.
But her satisfaction soon disappears after she enters the Forest of Arden disguised
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as Ganymede. In the forest she finds poems written in her honor hung on trees by
Orlando and again feels the enticements oflove. Rosalind at first does not recognize
that Orlando is the author, but after Celia clues her in to his affections, Rosalind's
previous affections for the man suddenly return. Rosalind replies in anguish to
Celia's revelation that Orlando adores her: "Alas the day! what shall ] do with my
doublet and hose?" (lll.ii.214- 15). She is dismayed to be thus attired as a man and
her strong regard for Orlando causes her to desire very much to be a woman.
Rosalind finds value in her female identity and wishes to return to it. She displays
almost frantic feminine emotion, but then quiets in order to spy on Orlando and
Jacques as they enter the scene.
By the time the rwo men pass, Rosalind has regained her senses and quickly
resolves upon a plan to use her male disguise to her advantage, thus beginning to
plot her magic. As Jacques exits, leaving Orlando alone, Rosalind confides to the
audience, "] will speak to him like a saucy lackey, and under that habit play
the knave with him" (Ill.ii.289-90). In her subsequent exchange with Orlando,
Rosalind converses with him about the weaknesses of the feminine sex as well as
the follies of love. Her tone is authoritative and even condescending as sh e
speaks of love. She convinces Orlando that his love for Rosalind is "merely a
madness" in need of curing and that she has power to perform such a feat "by
counsel" (III.ii.386, 390). In effect, she announces her ascendancy to the role
of magician and her determination to influence Orlando. Albert Cirillo writes of
Rosalind's magic actions in the forest, "Here, amidst the traditional trappings
of the rustic retreat which the Renaissance knew well she assumes an important
role which is central to the entire play and which makes her something of a magus
or magician" (25). Disguised as the boy Ganymede, she initiates her magical
actions and begins to draw Orlando into the bonds of her magic. Later, Rosalind
gradually increases the force of her magic as she invents first an uncle and then
a magician mentor, creating a sort of professional guild to which she belongs
(III.ii.334, V.ii.57-59). She becomes more effective and influential as she recognizes
the potential of her power to draw Orlando into her bond.
As Ganymede, Rosalind acts as a magician by using Orlando's emotions and
imagination against himself. As Bruno prescribes, she enchains him by "knowing
and fathoming through intuition the characteristics, reactions , and emotions of
the subject" (qtd. in Couliano 95). Orlando is desperate for help, and he will cry
anything. Ganymede instructs Orlando to call her Rosalind and to pretend that
she is indeed his lover; she tells him , "I would cure you, if you would but call me
Rosalind and come every day to my cote and woo me" (Ill.ii.410- 11) . Orlando
must suspend his disbelief as he pretends that Ganymede is his beloved Rosalind.
She insists that he follow a rigid and demanding standard of devotion, and when
he falls short of her expectations, she reprimands him sharply: "Why, how now,
Orlando, where have you been all chis while? You a lover? An you serve me such
another trick, never come in my sight more" (IV.i.36-38). She tests his patience and
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loyalty by pretending to reject him on behalf of Rosalind, bur he professes over
and over again his eternal fidelity to her. When she says rhar she will nor have him ,
he protests, "Then , in mine own person, I die" (IV.i.86). Rosalind has thoroughly
enchained Orlando; his profession of mortal dependency on her is the epitome of
Bruno's magic objective. Thus m anipulating both his emotions and imagination ,
the disguised Rosalind furthers the process of shaping Orlando into rhe ideal lover.
As Bruno identifies that the magician must be detached from the influence
of phantasms, we find that Rosalind as Ganymede fulfills rhis requirement.
Ganymede reveals none of her female-Rosalind emotions as she directs and instructs Orlando in his presence. She rem ains detached and distant, enacting the
viral ly important emotionless role for a magician. However, the roles of Rosalind
and Ganymede are exceptionally fluid , and as such there is frequent movement
between the two. Though Rosalind remains dressed as Ganymede through almost
the entire play, she alternates between her identities, most often returning to her
female identity to talk to Celia and bemoan her love. Yet when Rosalind is around
Orlando, she remains in her Ganymede disguise and is able to work her magic.
C. L. Barber writes of the distinction between Rosalind 's roles in the play,
Romantic participation in love and humorous detachment from its follies, the
two polar attitudes which are balanced against each other in the action as a
whole, meet and are reconciled in Rosalind's personality. Because she remains
always aware of love's illusions while she herself is swept along delightfully by its
deepest currents, she possesses as an attribute to character the power of combining
whole-hearted feeling and undistorted judgment. (22)
By keeping her two selves separate, Rosalind can express her female emotions
and pains of love, while simultaneously working dispassionately on Orlando as
a m ag1e1an.
Acting as Ganymede and the magician with Orlando serves Rosalind's purposes.
She loves Orlando and desires him for her own, yet she must first reach and train
him in the way that she wants him to love. She accomplishes this task much more
effectively by pretending to be another, by distancing herself from Orlando
through the disguise of Ganymede and at the same time controlling him through
her powers of magic manipulation. The result is a man worthy of the real
Rosalind's love and devotion.
Rosalind's magical work is drawing ro a close near the end of the play, when,
for the first time, she alludes to her magic powers. Addressing Orlando and Oliver,
Rosalind says,
Believe then, if yo u please, that I can do strange things. I have, since I was three
years old, conversed with a magician, most profound in his arr and yet nor
damnable. If you do love Rosalind so near the heart as yo ur gesture cries it our,
when yo ur brother marries Aliena shall yo u marry her. I know into what straits
of fortune she is driven; and it is nor impossible to me, if it appear nor inconvenient
to yo u, to set her before your eyes tomorrow, human as she is, and without any
danger. (Y. ii. 52-59)
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For the first time, Rosalind appeals publicly to the magic power as both testimon y
and evidence for her efforts: her "strange things ." Yee while she alludes to her
magic manipulation with Orlando, she also promises almost "magical " results
when she makes the astounding assurance of Rosalind's appearance and acceptance
of Orlando. Until chis point, Rosalind/Ganymede has promised only a "cure" for
Orlando's love sickness; he employed her services in the hopes of being freed from
the emotions of his love for Rosalind. Ganymede, the boy love curer, now suddenly
proclaims a promise chat most assuredly shocks Orlando; he questions Rosalind's
statement, "Speakesc thou in sober meanings? " (V.ii.66). At chis time, Rosalind
publicly reverses both the goal and method of her tactics with Orlando, while
inwardly, merely completing the magic process of her art. She never intends to free
him from his love, but rather to use his love to mold him into her ideal.
Bruno's magic process proves completely effective; Rosalind the boy magici an
has brought Orlando into her "chain of chains. " As her magic purposes come to
completion, the magic manipulator Rosalind prepares to rejoin her magician and
her female self. Robert Kimbrough characterizes Rosalind in these final stages of
the play: "Not only is Rosalind the magician she claims to be; she is herself the
product of her magic" (25-26). Like the newly trained and reformed Orlando,
Rosalind is also a product, but not in her role as Ganymede. Ganymede the
magician had to remain detached and unaffected by emotions or magic powers;
however, the femal e Rosalind is not restricted by the requirement of emotional
aloofness and succumbs quite willingly, when allowed, to the powers of love and
magic. Rosalind's detached, manipulator role of Ganymede will soon be no longer
needed as the female Rosalind, long awaiting the moment, reveals herself to the
"cured" Orlando and becomes his bride. The play ends with the happy union of
lovers; the magic is complete and the bond of love secured.
As Giordano Bruno explains, the ultimate goal of this magic power is control;
the manipulator seeks to "bind" (vincere) his subject within the bonds of loveliterally the chain of chains. In one of the first scenes of As You Like ft, Rosalind
bestowed a "chain" on Orlando. As she handed him chis chain she instructed,
"Gentleman, Wear this for me, one out of suits with fortune, / That could give
more but that her hand lacks means" (1.ii.233-34). This simple act and seemingly
insignificant piece of jewelry, nonetheless signifies immense meaning within che
entire scheme of the play. This chain "that [Rosalind] once wore" and that is now
"about his neck" recalls in dramatically symbolic terms Giordano Bruno's theories
of love and magic (Ill.ii.1 77). Bruno describes the processes of love as a "chain of
chains" directed by a magic manipulator and fulfilled through the actions of the
manipulated. As Rosalind literally gave Orlando her chain, she foreshadowed an
enormously significant process chat would draw him into her own carefully
constructed, intangible chain. Rosalind's work as the magician and Orlando's
patience as her subject prove successful and they are ultimately rewarded.
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Hamlet, Fool of the Danish Court:
A New Reading of the Prince's Role at Elsinore
Steven Storheim

T

he reader of Shakespeare's Hamlet Prince of Denmark is not introduced to
Yorick, fool of the Danish court, until the first scene of the last act. "Alas poor
Yorick, " his skull "has lain in the earth three and twenty years" (Vi. I 90, 178) .
Although the play does not reveal who assumed the fool 's station after Yorick's
death, through the study of history and mystic tradition-the stories and perspective
that supply the foundation for many of Shakespeare's plays-we are sw ift to
discover that the character Hamlet should be the "rightful heir" to Yorick's position.
With new understanding provided by this study, Hamlet's cryptic and sometimes
paradoxical behavior reveals itself to be symptomatic of his internal struggle
toward self-discovery as destined fool of Denmark's court, and his external
struggle against the would-be fool Polonius, who repeatedly seeks to assume the
position rightfully held by the Prince.
Shortly after the close of the twelfth century, Saxo Grammaticus, a Danish
monk, wrote a compi lation of Danish oral tales entitled Historia Danica. His
intent was to preserve the history of Denmark. Among the tales recorded was
The History ofAmleth Prince of Denmark, widely accepted as the origin of both
the name and tale of Shakespeare's Hamlet Prince of Denmark. However, the title
and story are not the only simi larities found between the history and the play. The
phonetic and written relations between character names are also of particular
interest and uncover new ways of reading and understanding the drama. Saxo's
historical account tells of Amleth, his mother Gerutha, and Gerutha's father,
Rorik. In Shakespeare's drama, we read of the parallel figures of Hamlet, his
mother Gertrude, and the twenty-three year dead Yorick. The three characters
mentioned in Historia Danica represent three generations of the royal Danish
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family. Although only two generations are represented in the dram a, the phoneti c
and written correlation suggests Yorick to be representative of the third, or to be
the father of Gertrude. If we accept Yorick as H amlet's grandfather, the intim ate
relationship the prince and the fool shared takes on new meanin g. We also become
aware of Hamlet's fare as hereditary foo l of the Danish court since, from this
perspective, he is the only known male descendant of the late Yorick. (Besides the
king and prince, the station of court fool was the only other position within
medieval and renaissance court life that was hereditary.)
In Oliver Elton's translation of Historia Danica, we learn th at when Amlerh
was in England, he refused to eat the food served at the King of England's table.
The King sends a servant to eavesdrop on the conversation between Amleth and
his fri ends chat night. The discovery is that Amleth noticed certain peculiarities in
the food, and in the King and Queen's, as well as in the behavior of the King's
moth er. Upon hearing rhe report, the King states, "H e who could say such things
had either more than mortal wisdom or more than mortal folly" (63). The King's
words illustrate what history and mythic tradition reach concerning the nature of
the fool: either he is wise or he is a kn ave. In Shakespeare's play, we find that Hamler
rakes on the role of the wise-fool, while Polonius assum es the role of the knave.
The sort of wisdom in foll y found in the character of Hamler, and probably
in his grandfather Yorick, originates in Judaism and the Arab world and later
from C hristianity. According to Jewish history found in the TaNaKh (the parallel
to the Christian Old Testament), Jewish prophets were often ostracized, cast out,
and even killed for their unsightly appearance and insightful , expository teachings.
Similarly, "at the base of Christian beli ef is St. Paul's teaching, and fundan1 ental to
this is that the Christian is a Fool in the eyes of the world, 'because chat which is
foolishness to God is wisdom to men , and what is weakness to God is strength to
men'" (Billington 16). The Christian prophet John the Baptist best illustrates this
holy folly shared by the Jewish prophets: "A nd John was clothed with camel's
hair and with a girdle of skin about his loins; and he did eat locusts and wild
honey: And preached, saying th ere cometh one mightier than I after me, the
laccher of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose" (Mark 1:6-7).
The Norse of Iceland and the Celts of the British Isles shared similar views of
these peculiar prophets. Commonly viewed as madmen , similar to the perceived
condition of our fool H amler, prophets were further considered "wise" because of
their peculiar abilities, commonly attributed to their associations with spirits from
other "worlds"-another similarity shared by the character Hamlet. Both the Norse
and the Celts used similar terms for prophets. These terms seem to be the origin of
the present term , fool. From the O ld English fyle and the Icelandic fair, "taking all
the evidence together the word folr-jjle would seem to have the following meanings:
(1) a poet, perhaps a specially learned poet; (2) an (old) sage, especially one who
is versed in antiquarian lore; (3) a prophet; (4) a spokesman, or 'man of information"'
(Welsford 84) .
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The origin of the knavish-fool appears lacer in history than the origin of the
wise-fool, from within ancient Greece and Rome. This type of individual was
more like a buffoon , one who does not behave or function within society like the
general public. The individual would often have some type of physical defect or
strange behavioral pattern , which amused people of leisure. "Plutarch describes
how in the marker in Rome many purchasers would pay no attention to the most
beautiful slave girls and boys who were exposed for sale and would seek out the
horrible freaks and monstrosities" (Welsford 59). Thus, some fools were revered
for their exceptional insight or understanding, while others were mocked and
spo rted for their baseness and/or deformity.
Mystic teachings concerning chis duel nature of the fool's character are most
clearly found within the ancient art and tradition of the Tarot. The Tarot is said to
have originated in Egypt among the Pharaohs. The practice of Tarot, however, is
far more diverse and varies from land to land. The most popular versions in the
Western world are derived from the Kabbalic traditions of Hebrew rabbis. This
tradition divides the Hebrew Tarot into two major groups of cards, the major
arcane and the minor arcane. The minor arcane is of no use to us here, and
although the major arcane is composed of twenty-three cards, chis argument
focuses only on the card given the tide of fool. The fool 's number can be either
0 or 21 . Although some Tarots consider the fool as the 21 key of the arcane, they
"also use the sign of'O' (zero), and this is done in order to emphasize the fact chat
chis Arcanum (key) does not arise from any other. Its position is unique in the
whole system of the Tarot" (Sadhu 453). If one considers the whole arcane as
representative of our world , and the things, people, thoughts, and ideals within it,
the number O suggests something, someone, some thought or ideal as being set
apart from the rest of the whole; something of, for, and by itsel( This characteristic
is what we find in the fool's character of Hamlet, who is represented by the O key
of the major arcane.
The Okey identifies itself in Kabbalic theory "with the No-Thing whence all
things proceed" (Case 31) while Aleph, the key's corresponding number, identifies
directly with ' Ruach,' the Hebrew word for "breach" or "breath of life. " Thus we
are cold that the fool represents "radiant, fiery energy" (30), which is the source of
all things. The correlative fool 's image upon the card is that of a young traveler
who is neither male nor female ; however, we will give it female gender for the sake
of description. The traveler is dressed in a robe of white, heading intently northwest. She gazes above and ahead of herself, not able to see what is in front of her.
When the number, letter, and imagery collide, the meaning and power of the fool
is revealed. "Always it faces unknown possibilities of self-expression, transcending
any height it may have reached at a given time. She is That which was, and is, and
shall be-the deathless, fadeless, life-principle, subsisting eternally behind all
modes of existence [. . . ] representing the light of perfect wisdom" (32). The fool
does not operate through the consciousness of mind, but through the superconsciousness of mind, a behavior interpreted historically as mere madness.
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With chis historic and mystic insight, Hamlet's decision co assume the guise
of madness becomes more significant than a simple means to buy him time before
caking action against his Uncle. He is literally assuming his rightful title as descendant
of Yorick and fool of the Danish court. Furthermore, he begins to physically take
on some of the symbolic imagery from the O key image of the Tarot. In act one,
Ophelia reports chat he strangely approached her and left "with his head over his
shoulder curn'd, he seemed to find his way without his eyes; for out o' doors he
went without their helps" (Il.i.98-100). Hamlet carries himself in the same manner
as the fool in the image of the Tarot, with direction, yet without directing his gaze
in that course. Hamlet's ability to go, without seeing where he is going, is witness
to his seemingly increased capacity to commune outside of th e primary senses, a
witness that he is beginning to operate, as suggested by the image, through the
super-consciousness of mind. In the same act, Hamlet divulges to his friends, "I
am but mad north-north west; when the wind is southerly, I know a hawk from a
handsaw" (II.ii.373) . This alludes to the direction in which the fool 's image travels,
northwest, "coward a direction which, for Masonic and other occult reasons, has
for millenniums been symbolic of the unknown, and of the state just prior to the
initiation of a creative process" (Case 32), a creative process that Hamlet undertakes
to discover the truth concerning his father's spirit's charge. Finally, Hamlet engages
in a peculiar conversation with Ophelia, in which, he states, "That's a fair thought
to lie between maid's legs." Ophelia does not follow so she asks, "What is, my
lord?" to which Hamlet replies, "No-thing" (III.ii. I 0-12). The meaning of this
statement is difficult and many interpretations have been given, but the mere fact
that he uses the term "No-thing, " which we have already established to be the
direct meaning of the O key or fool card of the Tarot, is highly significant. It is
Hamlet's declaration that he is the no-thing from whence all things proceed,
otherwise known as the fool of the Tarot. Furthermore, it is far from coincidental
that this declaration comes immediately prior to a second declaration of his station
as the wise-fool in line 116.
Hamlet's role as the wise-fool is in continual and direct conflict with the fool 's
character of Polonius, who is illustrated in another image used for the fool card.
In this second image, we see a boy dressed in motley clothes, ripped at the leg. He
also looks up, but co the rear, and his direction of travel is of no concern to him.
What this traveler doesn't see in his carelessness is the abyss ahead where a crocodile
awaits the boy for its next meal. A dog can also be seen viciously biting the boy's
leg, to which the boy pays no heed . This image and its meaning seem to take on
less esoteric meaning and more literal symbolism . The fool is this picture represents
a careless, foolish life heading directly toward its own destruction , much like the
character of Polonius. The dog represents the base things of the world, which
plague him , but to which he has no regard. In the case of Polonius, we find his
ambition co find favor in the eyes of the King and Queen to be the worldly thin gs
with which he is plagued. He is a miserable life, heading for a miserable death. "In
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him is depicted the traged y of th e family of beings called ' hum an ,' which inhabit
chis planer" (Sadhu 454).
Pol arity between two fools, as we see here, is not uncommon in Shakespeare.
For example, we also find it in As You Like ft between Touchstone and Jacques .
Jacques, who often voices his envy of Touchstone's privileges as court fool , cries
hard co crack wit bur always comes our lacki ng. His foolish melancholy becomes
a source of entertainment co others, particularly Touchstone, who delights in
pointing out Jacques's folly. Jacques takes no notice however. " His imperturbable
self-esteem makes Jacques ludi crous to other but never to himself" (Goldsmith
92). In co ntrast, Touchstone is full of wit and constantly depreciatin g himself, a
true sign of a wise-fool. Similar interplay is found in th e ever-constant duel
between the foreseeing H amlet and the oblivious Polonius. With them , "the two
methods of satirically attacking a subject or a person are sharpl y contrasted. The
railing buffoon and the malcontent satirist hack away at their victims with
a cleaver; the wise, ironical fool parries and thrusts with his rapierlike wit" (89).
Dueling between the two fools begins with their first encounter in act two,
scene two. By chis time, both characters have proven worthy of positions as court
fools, H amlet as the wise and Polonius as the knave. Hamlet's parlays of wit begin
wi th different members of the co urt, especially with his uncle C laudius in the
seco nd scene of the first act. In response to C laudius's question, "How is it that
the clouds still hang on yo u?" Hamlet replies, "Not so, my lord, 1 am too much
i'th' sun" (76, 77). Thus, the wit of Hamlet is well established upon his first
appearance. Soon after, Hamlet proves his prophetic sight when he proclaims to
Horatio, "My father-methinks I see my father-" {l.ii.84) . This prophecy is
followed by five others, the more impressive of which is given upon the arrival of
the players when he says to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,
He rhar plays the King shall be welcome-his majesty shall have tribute of me;
the Adventurous Knight shall use his fo il and target; the Lover shall nor sigh
gratis; the Humorous Man shall end his part in peace; the Clown shall make
those laugh whose lungs are tickled o'rh' sear; and the Lady shall say her mind
free ly, or the blank verse shall halt for'r. What players are they? (ll.ii.315-23)
The question "What players are they?" rings like a challenge when considering
what H amlet just did. The players, or rather the characters he just named, are all
those, excepting of course his friends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, who will be
dead by the end of the play: King C laudius will receive Hamlet's tribute of death ;
Leartes will have the chance to use his weapon of choice; Queen Gertrude will not
go unpunished for her offenses; Hamlet will die, having fulfilled his pledge with
certainty and clarity of mind; everyone will laugh at Polonius for his foolish
remarks and behavior; and Ophelia will go mad, allowing her to rant her mind as
she pleases. By this, Shakespeare has proven Hamler the prophetic fool just like the
foo ls of old Hebrew, Christian, Celtic, and Norse origin.
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On the other hand, as Hamlet's polar opposite, Polonius attempts to prophesy
the cause of Hamlet's lunacy is absolutely wrong. His folly is proved by his rash
and impulsive conclusion that because Ophelia obeyed her father and set back
Hamlet's letters, Hamlet has gone mad out of love. His folly is further confirmed
when he proudly proclaims to the King and Queen , "Therefore, since brevity is
the soul of wit, and tediousness the limbs and outward Aourishes, I will be brief.
Your noble son is mad. Mad call I it, for, to define true madness, what else is't but
to be nothing else but mad?" (II.ii.91-93). To his lack of wit, the Queen confirms,
"More matter with less art" (95), a gender way of encouraging him to get to the point,
while the audience chuckles or roars over the buffoonery of Polonius' behavior.
Like John the Baptist and true to the form of a wise-fool, Hamlet becomes
increasingly aware of his own personal folly and does not hesitate to voice it, at
first in private and later in public. After the first playe r's speech, we find Hamlet
wrestling with his will and faith, amidst which he says
0 What a rogue and peasant slave am I! Is it not monstrous chat this player here,
buc in a fiction [. . .] could force his soul so co his whole co nceit [. . . ] what's
Hecuba co him [. . .] chat he should weep for her? What would he do had he
the motive [. . . ] chat I have? [. . .] Am I a coward? [.. .] For it cannot be chat
I am pigeon-livered and lack gal l co make oppression, or ere chis I should have
fatted all che region kites with chis slave's offal [. .. ]. Why, what an ass am I!
(ll.ii.537-71)

In his quarrel with Ophelia, he outright proclaims, "We are arrant knaves all.
Believe none of us" (III.i.129-30). Fortunately, chis self-mutilation does not last
forever-sometimes Hamlet even speaks of his folly with solemnity and wit like
a true wise-fool. The first of this change is seen in act two, scene two as Hamlet
speaks with his newly arrived friends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. "Beggar that
I am," he says, "] am even poor in thanks" (270). Later, at the grave of Ophelia,
Hamlet reflects on death and the nothingness of life to Horatio.
To what base uses we may return, Horacio. Why, may not imagination trace the
noble dust of Alexander till he find ic stopping a bung-hole? [. .. ] As thus:
Alexander died, Alexander was buried, Alexander recurnech into dust. T he dust
is earth, of earth we make loam , and why of that loam whereto he was converted
might they not stop a beer-barrel? (V.i.193-206)
Again , in contrast co Hamlet's base attitude towards self, Polonius chinks
himself nothing less than the very harbinger of wit and wisdom, particularly when
talking to the King and Queen. To the King, he pompously declares, "And I do
think-or else this brain of mine hunts not the trail of policy so sure as it hath
used to do-that I have found the very cause of Hamlet's lunacy" (]l.ii.46-49).
Later in telling his Majesty how Ophelia received Hamlet's tokens of love , he
proceeds to brag,
But what might you think, when I had seen this hoc love on the wing, as I perceived it-I must tell you that-before my daughter cold me, what might yo u,
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or my dear majesty your queen here, think, if! had played the desk or table-book,
or given my heart a winking mute and dumb, or looked upon this love with idle
sight-what might yo u chink? No, I went round to work, and my young mistress
thus I did bespeak-And then I precepts gave her [. . . ] . (ll.ii.127-41)
Thus we have the wise-ass and the foolish-ass, which Hamlet titles both himself
and Polonius. We have seen where he gives himself the title (Il.ii.537-71), but it
is in one of the best victories of Hamlet over Polonius when the foolish-ass receives
his title. In fulfillment of Hamlet's fourth prophecy, Polonius reports the arrival of
the actors to Elsinore.
Polonius: The actors are come hither, my Lord.
Hamlet: Buzz, buzz.
Polonius: Upon my honorHamlet: Then came each actor on his ass- (ll.ii.390)
That the actors arrived, ironically riding upon Polonius's honor is to Hamlet and
rhe observer, to have come riding in upon an ass. The duel continues in victory
after victory for Hamler over rhe knave Polonius. Before he approaches Hamlet in
scene two of act two, Polonius assures the King and Queen, "If he love her not,
and be not from his reason fallen thereon , let me be no assistant for a state, but
keep a farm and carters" (Il.ii.164-67). Just as he did with his first words to
Claudius, Han1ler not only puts Polonius to shame, but he also displays his secondsight or "super-conscious" again by calling Polonius a fishmonger. Thus, instead of
a carter of wheat or some other grain, Polonius must settle for carting fish. After
rhe players arrive, and the first player gives his speech, they are heartily welcomed
and told, regarding Polonius, "Very well. Follow that lord, and look you mock him
not" (II.ii.532). In this counsel not to mock good Polonius, Hamlet encourages
the players to do just that. And so Polonius exits again with a few stripes. In the
next act, scene two, we find the entire court garhered together to see the players'
performance of Hamlet's mousetrap. Here Polonius is asked of Hamlet,
Hamlet: My lord, you played once i'ch' university, you say?
Polonius: Thar I did, my lord, and was accounted a good actor.
Hamlet: And what did you enact?
Polonius: I did enact Julius Caesar. I was killed i'ch' capitol. Brutus killed me.
Hamlet: le was a brute pare of him to kill so capital a calf there. (91-99)
Not that it was bad of Brutus to kill Polonius. On the contrary, it was good to kill
him , but not in front of the capitol. The final of victory of wit comes in the same
act, scene four. When bid by Polonius to come to his mother, Hamlet begins to
parlay with him more directly, but it is apparent that Polonius has given up.
Hamlet:
Polonius:
Hamlet:
Polonius:
Hamlet:

Do you see yonder cloud chat's almost in shape of a camel?
By th' mass, and it's like a camel indeed.
Methinks it is like a weasel.
le is backed like a weasel.
Or like a whale?
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Polonius: Very like a whale.
Hamlet: . . . They fool me to the top of my bent. (359-66)

The challenge of wit all gone from Polonius leaves him with no more service to
render the court as knavish-fool and upon his next encounter with Haml et,
Polonius is discharged. Hamlet kills Polonius behind the arras and bids him in
sorrow, "Thou wretched, rash, intruding fool, farewell" (III.iv.39).
Thus it is established. Hamlet has chosen to assume his hereditary ride of
wise-fool to the Danish court. Not for penance, not for holiness, nor for mon ey,
but for revenge. In so doing, he must defend his position from other would-be
fools, just as he must defend the honor of the Danish throne as the Prince. This is
a fool's play. When we are not absorbed in the process of self-realization and
transcendence that Hamler must undergo in developing into the wise-fool, we are
happily engaged in his duel of wit against the foolish arrogance of Polonius.
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Robinson Crusoe:
1

Defoe s Spiritual Crusade through the Empire
Benjamin W. Zimmer

uch has been written and published about Robinson Crusoe as the pioneer
novel- the energizing literary myth-that helped to inspire British
imperialism . Martin Green, in his book Dreams of Adventure, Deeds of Empire,
emphasizes the relationship between Defoe's novel and the British Empire by calling
Defoe's work "the prototype of literary imperialism" (5). Whi le many critics have
identified the colonial elements of Robinson Crusoe and commented on the novel's
influence on British expansion, little has been said about the complexity and
importance of the religious elements in Robinson Crusoe as it pertains to empire. A
comprehensive examination of Crusoe's spritual experience on the deserted island
is necessary in order to fully distinguish the place Robinson Crusoe holds in colonial
literature, as well as the novel's effect on British expansionism.
It is important to first consider the nature of Crusoe's religious conversion.
Before arriving on the island, Robinson Crusoe is described as a curious but naive
youth . Crusoe appreciates his "duty to God and [his] father" but sti ll harbors the
irresistible desire to leave his home in England and go to sea (28-31). To prevent
this, his father's "prophetick" counsel is to stay at home and avoid the reckless
example of Crusoe's older brother (29). Years after Crusoe leaves England-after
disaster strikes and he finds himself alone on the island-Crusoe sees the comfort
that his life once held at home with his parents. He knows he has made a mistake
in "abandoning [his] duty" and "all the good counsel of [his] parents" (31). Only
after reaching this lowest point- feeling cut off from God and man-can Crusoe
bring himself to call on God: "This was the first time [... ] in the true sense of the
words, that I prayed in all my life" (111). Crusoe is the sole survivor from his ship,
a lone man in a dark and dreary world. Clearly, such a spiritual conversion is more
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complex than the simple tale of the prodigal son; Crusoe is depicted by Defoe as
the mythical Adam persona. Just like Adam, Crusoe begins in a place without
miseries and hardships. He is disobedient to his father, even after explicit instruction;
then, he is cast out. Crusoe is no longer in Eden.
After Crusoe arrives on the deserted island, Defoe's description of Crusoe
continues to parallel the biblical account of Adam. Crusoe muse struggle in order
to live, just as Adam struggled after his expulsion from Eden. The biblical allusions
between Adam and Crusoe are unmistakable and numerous-far too frequent to
be merely coincidental. Left in exile and completely alone, Crusoe has "not clothes
to cover [himself]" nor "hope of recovery" (83). He must "make coats of skins"
(Gen. 4:21 )for clothing on the island. He is "singled out and separated" (83-84)
with a newfound knowledge of "good and evil" (Gen. 3:5), just as Adam, who partook of the fruit of the tree. Now Crusoe's only means of survival is to "apply
[him]self to accommodate [his] way of living" (84), as Adam lived by "the sweat
of [his] face" (Gen. 3: 19) in order to ear. The burdens of self-sufficiency and
spiritual awareness are now thrust upon Crusoe. He is awakened to a new physical
and spiritual state.
Ironically, Defoe presents a drastic dichotomy when describing Crusoe's
island. The island is described as a place of "deliverance" when Crusoe first escapes
the storm (66). Bur, later, after discovering his own solitary "banish[ment] from
humane society" and God, Crusoe calls the island "horrible" and "desolate" (83) .
These words used to describe Crusoe's punishment are reminiscent of the first lines
of John Milton's poem Paradise Lost:
Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit
Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste
Brought death into th e World, and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us, and regain the blissful seat.
Crusoe's own disobedience has caused his banishment. The fruit from the "forbidden
tree"-che lure of adventure at sea-was too tempting, too desirable for Crusoe.
He has been saved from utter destruction , only to be exiled. Paradoxically, he has
found both heaven and hell contained in the island chat he must call home for
what seems to him eternity. Both extremes are married to form a whole. The only
person that can free Crusoe from this lonely world is the "one greater Man ," God
himself. Crusoe, after acknowledging char God has placed him on the island, also
recognizes that God has given him responsibility.
After Crusoe proves competent in providing for his own needs on the island,
God gives him an even greater responsibility-the stewardship of a companion,
Friday. Friday becomes Crusoe's "helpmeet" on the island (Gen. 2: 18). In the
biblical story of the creation, it is Eve who is taken from Adam's rib, acting, in a
sense, as progeny to her companion. Similarly, in Robinson Crusoe, Friday becomes
a product of Crusoe. In his article"Friday's Religion," Timothy Blackburn identifies
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the patriarchal relationship between Crusoe and Friday. Friday is "rail and well
shaped, and as l reckon, about twenty-six years of age" when he arrives on the island
(208). Twenty-six is the exact age of Crusoe when he begins his life on the deserted
isle. What is more, Crusoe has already been on the island for a total of twenty-six
years, or, as he says before describing Friday, that his words "were pleasant to hear,
for they were the first sound of a man's voice that l had heard, my own excepted, for
above twenty-five years" (207). Therefore, Blackburn declares, "Defoe has Friday
being born just at the arrival of Crusoe on the island; in the providential world
represented in the book, this can mean Friday is born because of Crusoe, at the
point when God has first punished Crusoe, in order to be the later, final test of
Crusoe's repentance and faith" (367). By Crusoe's receiving this additional stewardship over another human being, Defoe essentially presents Crusoe as receiving from
God the power to be Godlike himself. Crusoe makes the transition from one who is
saved to one having the power to save others. Such power to save would also validate British expansionism in the eighteenth-century empire.
Furthermore, Crusoe is given certain privileges as the first man on the island.
In Genesis 2: 19 it reads that the "Lord God formed every beast of the field, and
every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call
them; and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name
thereof." Similarly, since Crusoe is the first man to inhabit the island, it is his right
to name the island and those things that are part of it. Where the Spanish castaways adopted the native tongue when occupying the land of Friday's people,
Friday is expected to adopt the tongue of Crusoe when he comes to Crusoe's
island. Crusoe has the right to name "every beast of the field" and "every fowl of
the air" and uses his native tongue, English, as the naming tool. The right to name
is Crusoe's religious right, given by God, just as it was Adam's right. His is also the
right to name the new inhabitant, Friday. Conversely, it is Friday's obligation to
adopt this new name and language. Crusoe's spiritual crusade for religion and
empire is not just to save, but also to name.
In describing the naming of Friday, Defoe makes no mention of any deliberation
between Crusoe and Friday as to Friday's real name before coming to the island.
Crusoe knows his God-given role as "Master" of the island, and, for this reason,
tells the native that "his name should be Friday" (209). In much the same way, it
is Adam's responsibility to name his wife, Eve, in the Genesis account (Gen. 3:20).
Supposedly, the reason for Friday's name is that this was the day on which the
native's life was saved. Ironically, Crusoe remembers the exact day of the event,
when, at other times, he loses track of time entirely.
There exists another possibility for the name "Friday"-a reason which seems
much more probable, especially with regard to the parallel story of the Creation.
Man was created by God on the sixth day. Blackburn openly states that "Defoe
chose the name Friday to point to how exactly representative of human nature
Friday was to be: Man was created on the sixth day, that is, a Friday" (366).
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Such a line of reasoning-chat Friday's character represents human natureclearly lends itself as a more persuasive argument. The argument is especially
compelling when compared with the unsophisticated explanation char Friday's
name choice was based on the random rime when he was found- a coincidence
anchored co a crude calendar kept from etchings chat were made on a tree by a
man who had not had contact with civilization for twenty-five years. Hence, if
Defoe so expressly intended Friday's character to represent human nature, the
following questions emerge: What did Defoe intend for the reader co learn about
human nature from the text? And more importantly, how does Friday's own religious
conversion relate co the empire?
Boch answers to these two questions lie in Jean Jacques Rousseau's interpretation
of Defoe. In Rousseau's book entitled Emile, the eighteenth-century philosopher
outlines the ideal education for a young boy from birch to adulthood . A contemporary of Daniel Defoe, Rousseau discusses the book chat will "provide che most
felicitous treatise on natural education [... ] . [This book] will be the text for which
all our discussions on the natural sciences will serve only as a commentary. le will
serve as a rest of the condition of our judgment during our progress" (184). The book
Rousseau describes is none ocher than Robinson Crusoe. H e continues: "The surest
means of raising oneself above prejudices and ordering one's judgments about the
true relations of things is co put oneself in the place of an isolated man and co
judge everything as chis man himself ought to judge of it with respect to his own
utility" (184-85). It is clear from Rousseau's further comments chat education is
not the imparting of knowledge, but the "drawing out" of what is already in
human nature (185). Thus, argues Rousseau, Defoe's description of the isolated
man is an ideal representation of human nature as it applies to society and self.
In understanding the relationship between the spiritual crusade and the
empire, it is critical to recognize chat religion and national identity are inherently
interconnected at chis time in history. As England is considered by many co be the
birthplace of Protestantism with che formation of the Anglican Church, it is only
natural that the momentum associated with the British Empire be linked with the
growth of Protestantism. Indeed, Christianity as a religion and England as an
empire are clearly presented as being inseparably linked, and Crusoe's island
colony is informed by his Protestant faith.
Having determined the invisible connection between religion and empire, it
is also critical to note Defoe's representation of Crusoe's religious conversion in
the heart of a foreign empire. To begin, Crusoe's island is nowhere near English
territory. The island is comp letely surrounded by ocean and terra firma chat are
part of the Spanish Empire. In the novel, the Spanish Empire comes to represent
the domineering ecclesiastical authority of the Catholic Church surrounding the
newly born Protestant movement. Crusoe's conversion to Protestantism is therefore
a symbol of enlightenment that spans more than just political boundaries. Crusoe
is "drawing out" light and knowledge (in the language of Rousseau) that already
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exists within himself Crusoe's conversion is representative of ultimate enlightenment,
bestowed on the most undefiled human intelligence-the intelligence of the
solitary man. Defoe not only rejects the Spanish political empire, bur he also
rejects the religion that goes along with the empire, which is clearly evident in the
many references to the brutality of the Spaniards in the Americas and several
anti-Catholic allusions throughout the novel. As Rousseau's theory implies, such
conversion is the ideal representation of human nature.
In order to further emphasize his point, Defore describes the conversion of the
native Friday. The truth and en li ghtenment that Crusoe receives in spiritual selfconversion is mirrored by Friday's conversion. Like his master, Friday comes to
recognize his relationship to God and makes Bible study and application a part of
his daily routine. Defoe thus establishes that not on ly is religious illumination
possible by an Englishman on foreign soil, but that divine truth is also possible for
a native, regardless of location. Ultimate truth has no boundaries and no limitations,
especially when it concerns truth's influence on human nature.
In conclusion, Defoe's representation of religion on the island plays a unique
and critical role in the novel Robinson Crusoe, as well as in the colonial context for
which it was written. Throughout the novel , Defoe depicts a spiritua l crusadea spiritual crusade represented through Crusoe himself as the mythic Adam
persona and a spiritual crusade that Crusoe must make as a recipient of divine
truth. Crusoe's divine appointment functions for the purpose of saving, of naming,
and of spiritually converting others-all validated in the name of God and the
empire. Also , Crusoe's self-conversion as well as the conversion of the native
Friday underscores the power of Protestantism in a new and changing colonial
world. In the end, it is clear that Defoe is painting a picture for religion that is
comparable to that of a journey-a journey not only in the name of God, but also
in the name of the empire on which God has imparted such grand blessings.
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Fanny Burney' s Mr. Macartney:
A Gilded Solution to the Socio-Economic
Problems of the London Literary Mart~et
Emily Gigger
anny Burney and Thomas Chatterton had age, precocity, and talent in common.
They were both born in the year 1752 and both developed a passion for writing
ac a young age. Burney had "amassed a considerable pile of her own literary works"
by the age of fifteen (Farr 15) . Chatcercon was also writing prolifically by his
fifteenth year. le was in char year char he published his first work, a topical piece
on the opening of a new bridge in Brisco! (Pitcock 67). He began writing poetry
at lease by che rime of his apprenticeship co a Bristol lawyer, and by the age of
seve nteen, he ventured co London to make a name for himself in the literary
world (66).
Despite these parallels, the relative success of these two writers in the literary
milieu of London could not be more convergent. With the success of her first novel,
Evelina, Burney gained entrance co the prestigious blue-stocking salons of Mrs. Thrale
and Mrs. Montagu (Farr 43). And although her publisher Mr. Lowndes paid her
only £20 for Evelina, she claimed larger sums for her later novels chat publishers
paid on ly to writers of reputation (37).
Chatterton, on the ocher hand, managed only co publish less prestigious
works, such as periodical stories, and political and social satires (Pitcock 75-76).
He did , however, publish some pieces of lyric poetry (75). Yet, even with these
moderate accomplishments, Chatterton lose most hope for success after the rejection
of his major work, his supposed translation of che Rowley poems, at the hands of
both Horace Walpole and Town and Country Magazine (77) . When the government
constricted the publishing venues for his political writings and ocher occupational
opportunities fell through , Chatterton abandoned hope and committed suicide.
Many attribute Chatterton's face to his disadvantaged socio-economic status in the
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tough London literary marker of his day-a fare far removed from the glittering
salons of Burney's literary, financial, and social success (Pitcock 64).
Yet, Burney was not comp letely unacquainted with the difficult circumstances
of struggling writers like Chatterton. In contrast to rhe prominent literary figures
of her blue-stocking acquaintance, she also conversed with less-prominent writers
at her father's musical soirees. Here she heard firsthand th e injustices of th e
mercenary publication industry. Burney went so far as to impute the untimely
death of one of these acquaintances, John Hawkesworrh , to th e "abuse he has of
late met with from the newspapers" (Farr 37; Early Diary 262). She had also
witnessed the decline of other despairing writers, in particular that of Christopher
Smarr. Note her compassion in a journal entry from 1768: "[ Mr. Smart] is one of
the most unfortunate of men-he has been twice confined in a mad-house [. .. ].
How great a pity so clever, so ingenious a man should be reduced to such shocking
circumstances" (Farr 35; Early Diary 127).
Burney's consequent indignation for the reviewers , coupled with her compassion
for Smart, drew an interesting response from her pen . ln Evelina, which she began
only a year after Hawkesworth's death , she draws striking parallels between che
impoverished poet, Mr. Macartney, and Christopher Smart, as well as between
Macartney and Chatterton. This second comparison is less obvious because
Burney's knowledge of C hatterton was slight at bes t, yet it heightens rhe previously
estab li shed link between their divergent lives. Burney carries the comparison
only to the point of Macartney's attempted suicide. The succeeding events in
Macartney's life provide an alternate so lution to th e sad fares of Smart and
Chatterton. Burney's solution enjoins charity, humility, and virtue-an optimisti c
but unrealistic approach, for the fairy-tale ending to Macartney's story does nor
correspond to the historical realities of the market. Burney's gi lded solution only
scratches the surface of the complex problem of socio-economic discrimination in
the London literary market.
Comparisons

Burney's depiction of Smart in his decline bears strong resemblance to her
description of Mr. Macartney's melancholy outlook, wi ld behavior, imputed insanity,
and position as the object of Evelina's compassion. ln the above-mentioned entry
of September 12th, Burney writes, "[Mr. Smart] is extremely grave and has still a
great wildness in his manner, looks, and voice" (qtd. in Farr 35) . Evelina likewise
notes Mr. Macartney's grave manner, remarking that upon their first meeting he
had "his eyes fixed on the ground, apparently in profound and melancholy
medication" (1 76; vol. 2, letter 11). She recounts how he cast his eyes "wildly"
towards her after her successful attempt to prevent his suicide ( 182; vol. 2, letter
12). ln addition, he gazes at her with "eyes of wild wonder" before asking her why
she cried to save him (183; vol. 2, letter 12). In another passage from her journal,
chis time from 1769, Burney al ludes to the Critical Reviewers "rancourous
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observations" on Smart's poor state of mental healrh (Early Diary 60). The
Branghrons similarly comment char Macartney is "half-crazy" because of rhe scraps
of poetry found in his room (1 77; vo l. 2, letter 11) . Finally, in the same letter of
September 12th , Burney manifes ts rhe "utmost pi ty and conce rn" for Smarr,
similar co Evel ina's wish "ro procure all eviation co [Mr. McCartney's] sufferings"
(Farr 35; Early Diary 127; Evelina 184, vol. 2, letter 12).
T he similarities between Macartney and Smarr merely indicate the poor mental
health of two men in desperate circumstances who have earned rh e pi ty of two
kind-hearted women, bur the parallels between rhe socio-economic circumstances
of Macartney and C hatterton most forcefully substanti ate rhe characterization of
Macartney as a poor, struggling poet. First, in regard co their social status, Joan
Pitcock relates char C hatterton lacked social connections in Bristol, and his literary
connections in London did nor carry the influence necessary for rhe degree of
fame ch ar C hatterton sought. He consequenrly appealed co Horace Walpole, a
more "worthwhile patron" (67-68) . lt is probable char Macartney, likewise, had
litrle acquai ntance in London as he lodged in rhe home of strangers (229; vol. 2,
letter 20). Popular stories about C hatterton attribute his poor social standing to
rhe early death of his father (Pitcock 65-66) . Macarrney's impoverished state is,
likewise, due co the failure of his fa ther, a nobleman livi ng in France, to acknowledge
his marriage co Macartney's mother (228; vol. 2, letter 20) . As a resulr of their
low social standing, both experienced incidences of social injustice. Pitcock calls
Walpole's rejection of the Rowley poems an explicit "clash between lord and lowborn appre ntice," and Evelin a repeatedly laments that Macartney's misfortunes
"o nly rendered him an object of scorn" with the Branghrons (Pitcock 69; Evelina
192, vol. 2, letter 14) .
Second, most scholars attribute C hatterton's death co his impoverished econom ic circumstances, which closely resemble Macartney's situation when Evelina
first meets him. Joan Pitcock reports th at C hatterton's landlord , Mrs. Angel,
claimed that the young writer had not eaten for two or three days before his death
(Pitcock 77). The Branghrons also report that Macartney, initially having paid for
board in addition to his lodging, had ended his meals at their hom e, and they
"believed he had hardly ever tasted a morsel of meat si nce he left their table"
(176-77; vol. 2, letter 11) . Pitcock also lists an increase in C hatterton's rent as a
cause of his desperate state. She states that the "near 50 percent increase in his rent
must have been the fin al blow ro his finances" (77). Mr. Macartney also struggled
to pay his rent. He had defaulted for the three weeks previous to his introduction to
Evelina, and shortly after his suicide attempt, Mr. Branghron demanded payment in
full (1 77, 185; vol. 2, letters 11, 13) . Finally, as previously mentioned, both men
resort co suicide, but only after attempting other dishonest money-making
schemes: C hatterton in plagiarism and the fraudulent translations of the Rowley
poetry, and Macartney in armed robbery (Maitland 55; Evelina 230; vol. 2, letter 20).
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As a side note on their deaths, several accounts report char befo re raki ng a dose
of opium, Chatterton scattered small scraps of paper, supposed to be bits of poetry,
all over rhe floor of hi s apartment (Mairland 68-69). In Macartney's case, rhe
Branghrons show Evelina "scraps of poetry" on small pi eces of paper discovered in
his room. All of these details considered, the accounts of these two young poets
carry strong parallels, and the fact char Burney was most likely unaware of the
derails of Chatterton's tragic experience in London makes the similarities even
more remarkable.

An Alternate Solution
From these comparable beginnings, Chatterton and Macartney's lives drastically
diverge, for Mrs. Angel did not prove the saving seraph that Evelina did.
Chatterton died an obscure death in destitute conditions, while Macartney, on the
other hand , found reconciliation with his father and, consequenrly, obtained
a more comfortable living, movement in higher social circles, and marriage with
his true love.
This fairy-tale alternative is made possible by three factors that are absent in
Chatterton's case: the charity of others, the poet's humility, and his virtue. First,
the charity of Macartney's wealthy friend and that of Evelina enable him to rise
from depression and poverty, while rhe only evidence that C hatterton received aid
is the reported offer of a meal from his landlady on the day of his death (Evelina
298, vol. 3, letter 5; Pittock 77) . Second, Macartney eventually "curbs his pride"
in order to accept both his ben efactors' aid and his fare as a poor minister in
Scorland, while Chatterton rejects his landlady's offer and runs from his fate as a
lawyer (Farr 34; Evelina 298, vol. 3, letter 5, and 226, vol. 2, letter 20; Pittock 75,
77-78).
The final factor in Macartney's success is his turning from vice. In a letter to
Evelina, Mr. Villars implies that Evelina should withhold her generosity from
Macartney should he prove to be a person of bad character (21 7; vol. 2, letter I 8).
Evelina, consequenrly, tests our his character and discove rs that despite so me
mistakes his intentions are not truly villainous, and her charity gives him th e hope
to turn from the life of a "foot-pad " (230, vol. 2, letter 20; 297-98, vol. 3, letter
5). Chatterton, by contrast, fails to turn from forgery, even doggedly submitting
for publication shorrly before his death another Rowley ballad, this time one with
the ironic theme of charity (Pitcock 77) .
Problems with the Solution

With this fairy-tale ending, Burney provides a tidy solution ro the socio economic problems of the publishing industry of her day, bur her pat answer does
not correspond to the complex reality of the problem. Several scholars confess that
London reviewers and publishers wielded an intimidating influence over the
general stock of writers, especially the poor, provincial poet, like Macartney
or Chatterton. For example, Farr explains that "offending those stern arbiters of
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literary opinion, the reviewers, was a perilous business" (35). She also refers to
.Burney's "shabby treatment" from publishers who had paid her ridiculously small
sum s for her first two best-selling novels despite her upper-middle-class status
(37). Pittock seems to draw the same conclusion about the situation when she
labels C hatterton's death a "martyrdom of th e poet by the materialistic society of
his time" (64) .
In specific reference to the situation of the provinci al poet, and even more
particularly to that of the Scottish poet, Peter Murphy uses the motif of boundaries
to describe four ways in which these writers are disadvantaged. The border
between Scotland and England represents "the border between local and literary
culture, between oral and written, between backward and refined," as well as the
"invisible but intractable boundaries between classes" (1). Murphy expands this
metaphor with th e example of Robert Burns entering the literary world of
Edinburgh. He states that his "most obvious challenge is that of class difference, as
manifested in . .. lack of acquaintance, a rustic accent, lack of money, stained and
work-spoiled clothes" (3). Burns's poetry reflects the same distinctions, except in
literary form, in terms of "politeness, decen cy, propriety, rustic interest and dress"
(3). It seems logical to proj ect these same challenges for Macartney, for Miss
Branghton describes him as "nothing but a poor Scotch poet" (176; vol. 2, letter
11). And although Chatterton came from the more affluent town of Bristol,
Pittock still reports that Walpole's rejection of the Rowley poems "reveals the
antagonism of cosmopolitan sophistication versus provincial authenticity" (69).
Burney's three-fold solution falls apart in the face of these economic realities.
First, actual charitable attempts were not always effective. For example, Fanny's
father, Dr. Burney, obtained a commission for Dr. Hawkesworth to write up one
of Captain Cook's voyages, yet this very project proved his downfall (Farr 36).
Likewise, the charity of Dr. Burney, Samuel Johnson , and David Garrick did not
restore C hristopher Smart to mental health (35). Second, a poet's humility rarely
brought him the success he desired. For example, Farr attests that if "promising
authors" could "curb their pride and manoeuvre successfully through the snares of
patronage, they could find themselves a comfortable niche in society" (34). But
many writers did nor want a "comfortable niche"; they wanted "notice," "distinction
rather than absorption in the crowd" (Murphy 11) . Finally, London publishers
rarely rewarded virtue. In fact, in the case of James MacPherson , they encouraged
vice, for this literary forger achieved fame and fortune and rose to the level of a
landlord (Murphy 9). What changes Burney could have effected in the market if all
charitable and virtuous ventures panned out as nicely as they did for Mr. Macartney.

Burney Vindicated
Although I have argued that Burney's solution is ineffective, I do not mean to
say that it was not well intended. Burney's position is understandable when we
consider her own socio-economic position and her experiences in the Burney
home. Her solution could stem from a lifestyle somewhat sheltered from the truly
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poor and provincial, or from the aristocraric values of her sociery. It could also
reveal the wishful thinking of a kind-hearted twenty-six-year-old who had too
often seen the failure of her father's chariry to prevent rhe demise of ralenred wrirers
like Smart and Hawkesworth. Add her yourh to all of chis and Burney's solurion
seems rhe on ly plausible one for a girl of her age and background.
Ir is rrue char, like Evelina, Burney may have seen some of London's bawdiness,
bur ir did nor correspond co rhe ulrimare realiry of her circumsrances.
Consequenrly, she succeeded in ar lease identifying rhe socio-economic problems
of rhe lirerary marker, bur, ironically, her own socio-economic realiry screened her
from a "growing awareness of polirical ideas, individual porenrialiries, class differences, and rhe srulri fying narrowness of provincial life" char would have informed
a more marure solurion (Pirrock 65). In her portrayal of Macartney, Burney failed
to bridge rhe gap between her blue-srocking world and Charrerton's bleak realiry.
She did nor prove rhe besr advocare for disadvanraged poets, who would have co
wait upon the work of proponenrs of rhe new Romantic poeric.
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Anti-Imperialism and Racism
1n Heart o/ Darkness
Jana

I

Lloyd

n 1977, professor of African literature Chinua Achebe delivered a seminal polemic
to the University of Massachusetts campus on Joseph Conrad's Heart ofDarkness,
in which he made the frequently quoted assertion that "Conrad was a bloody racist"
(124). Achebe's remarks were made at a time when literary representation of the
colon ial other was burgeoning as a field of scholarship and incited a wave of criticism almost as prolific as that incited by Conrad himself. It marked such
a significant turning point in the study of Conrad's works that today no one
attempting such a study can overlook it. Prior to Achebe's remarks, Heart of
Darkness was almost unanimously championed as a great work of anti-imperialism; afterwards, though many still defended this position, it became just that-a
position-and no longer a premise. Some agreed; some disagreed-most did so
vehemently. I find myself somewhere on middle ground. Like a true deconstructionist, I do not believe that anyone is free from ambiguity-even geniuses like
Conrad. Heart of Darkness is a disunified manifestation of the ideologies of a specific history that betrays gaps and ruptures. While Conrad is markedly
self-conscious and critical of some aspects of imperialism, as a product of the ideologies that justify it he cannot help but at least partially reiterate some of
them-especially racist ones, as Achebe has so unforgettably demonstrated.
Tracing the complete ideologies of a specific person or era is, of course,
impossible. However, if I an1 to show that Conrad is self-conscious of British
imperial ideology at the beginning of the twentieth century, and that he both
reprimands and reinforces it, I must explain, at least in part, what that ideology is.
Simply put, Britain believed that it was at the top of a moral, political, and cultural
hierarchy. Statements such as this one made in 1848 by Lord H. J. Palmerston,
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Britain's Foreign Secretary and future Prime Minister, abound in European political
and social documents of the time: " I may say without any vainglorious boast, or
without great offence to anyone, that we stand at the head of moral, social and
political civilization. Our task is to lead the way and direct the m arch of other
nations" (qtd. in Hyam 89).
Ronald Hyam explores the reasons behind this feeling in his book Britain's
Imperial Century, 1815- 1914: A Study of Empire and Expansion. He says that
English thought at this time is a product of the Enlightenment. Thinkers like
Descartes scorned superstition and heralded reason in its place. Reason led to
progress and progress led to such things as the Industrial Revolution-a prime
example of the type of technological advance that such empirical thought and
study could produce (74-90). Linda Dryden expands on these reasons in her book
Joseph Conrad and the Imperial Romance. Empire itself, along with Britain's
superior naval force , was seen as proof of British superiority. Moreover, th e theory
of Social Darwinism developed as more "proof": "The English were a 'fit' race and
the fittest survived" (29- 3 I). Overall, the English felt that theirs was a history of
improvement and that they had improved to the highest point in the cultural hierarchy. It was, they felt, their responsibility to help the more inferior n ations of the
world rise to their heights. This is manifest by such statements as that made by
Sir Frederick Lugard, a famous colonial administrator at the turn of the century:
As Roman imperialism laid th e foundation of modern civilization and led the
wild barbarians of these islands [Britain] along the path of progress, so in Africa
today we are repaying the debt, and bringing to the dark places of the earth-the
abode of barbarism and cruelty-the torch of culture and progress. (qtd. in
Dryden 29-30)
Conrad is obviously aware of this type of thought and mirrors it in the opening
pages of his book:
''And this also," said Marlow suddenly, "has been one of th e dark places of che
earth [... ] . I was thinking of very old rimes, when the Romans first came here,
nineteen hundred years ago-the other day [... ] . Light came our of this river
since-you say Knights? Yes; bur ir is like a running blaze on a plain , like a flash
of lightning in the clouds. We live in the flicker-may it last as long as the old
earth keeps rolling! But darkness was here yesterday. " (5)
Like Lugard, Conrad creates an analogy between the British imperial experience
and the Roman imperial experience some centuries before. But while Marlow at
first seems grateful for the Romans, like Lugard ("We live in the flicker-may it
last as long as the old earth keeps rolling!"), he ultimately attacks Roman and ,
therefore, British imperialism , as is demonstrated at the conclusion of his analogy:
What saves us is efficiency-the devotion to efficiency. But these chaps were not
much account, really. They were no colonists [. . . ] they were conquerors, and
for char you want only brute force [. . . ] . The co nquest of the earth , which
moscly means th e taking it away from those who have a different complexion or
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slightly flatter noses than ourselves, is not a pretty thing when you look into
it too much. What redeems it is the idea only. An idea at the back of it; not a
sentimental pretence but an idea; and an unselfish belief in the idea-something
yo u can set up, and bow down before, and offer a sacrifice to. (6-8)
Marlow supposedly differentiates between the Roman and the British experience
here, claiming chat the Romans were different from the British because their mission
was one of mere conquest while the European mission was one of colonizing, a
supposedly superior aim. Ironically, however, Conrad goes on in the novel to show
us how the European colonial experience is exactly like the Roman's brutal conquest,
exactly like caking away land from chose with "a different complexion or slightly
flatter noses" by "brute force" (8) . Moreover, he mocks the supposed "efficiency"
chat saves the Europeans by exposing all of the inefficiency of the trading posts:
the brick-maker who never makes any bricks, the African "workers" blowing a hole
in a rock for no purpose, the impossibility of getting the supplies chat he needs to
repair his damaged steamer.
Interestingly, however, Conrad says chat the conquest/colonizing process is
redeemed by an idea chat lies at the back of it- the idea of progress and civilization.
So me critics have used rhis passage to argue chat Conrad believes chat Empire,
while devastating and inhumane, is redeemed by the noble cause of progress (see
Blake); however, such critics miss the ironic tone at the end of the passage when
Co nrad co mpares the idea to an idol chat can be bowed down before, and to which
one can offer a sacrifice, thus casting a negative light onto it and invalidating it.
And lacer, while talking with the aunt who secured him the position in the Congo,
he exposes the true motivations of British "progress" as purely economic. She is
"triumphant" because she believes chat Marlow is to be "something like an emissary
of light, something like a lower sort of apostle" (19). In response Marlow says,
T here had been a lot of such rot let loose in print and talk just about that time,
and the excellent woman, living right in the rush of all that humbug, got carried
off her feet. She talked about "weaning those ignorant millions from their horrid
ways," till , upon my word, she made me quite uncomfortable. I ventured to hint
that the company was run for profit. ( 19)
Conrad mocks the redeeming idea; for him it does not exist-the real motivation
is purely economic.
Besides the women in the book (all of whom seem to buy into chis moral
justification for Empire), there is also one man who believes in the civilizing
process. That is Kurtz. Kurtz is a genius and a symbol of progress-a painter, a
musician , a brilliant businessman. Conrad says, "All Europe contributed co the
making of Kurtz" (91), by which we learn chat Kurtz is a representative of
European ideology and, therefore, the redeeming idea. Unlike most of the other
men , who are clearly there for profit, Kurtz comes out believing in the redeeming
idea. He is appointed by the Internacional Society for the Suppression of Savage
C ustoms to generate a report for England to use. Marlow says chat the document
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Kurtz writes for the Society is moving. It is so moving, in fact , that even thi s
skeptic of progress says, "It made me tingle with enthusiasm" (92). But in the end
Kurtz relinquishes his idea and becomes the most brutal of all the colonizers, placing
native heads on stakes outside his trading post, participating in "unspeakable
rites, " and eventually scribbling "Exterminate all the brutes!" (92) at the end of his
noble document on civilization. Kurtz is unable ro keep up the pretences of
civilization and, in the end, becomes even more brutish than the other traders,
who are unabashedly there for economic gain only, once again crushing the idea
th at a civilizing idea to redeem colonization exists , or can be sustained.
Conrad attacks imperialism by exposing its brutality and its "motives"
through his speech , but he does so in other, subtler ways as well. For instance, as
Benita Parry points out, Conrad attacks imperialism by inverting the mythical
black/white color hierarchy used to justify colonialism. Typically, Western mythology
posits white as goodness, truth, and purity, and associates blackness with the
wicked, mendacious, and defiled. However, the black and white imagery abundant
in Heart ofDarkness is not so clear-cut. "Instead of denoting purity, virtue, clarity
and veracity, white and Light [. . .] come to signify corruption, evil, confusion and
lies" (20). Examples include Kurtz's head like a ball of ivory; Brussels, the white city
which looks like a whited sepulcher; the blinding white fog on th e river; and the
ivory, which is worshipped as an idol by rapacious, brutish Europeans (Parry 21-22).
And if the text alone does not convince us of Conrad's mistrust for what he
ironically refers to as the "dustbin of progress" (93), his writin g about his work
does. In a letter to his publishers Conrad says,
You will soon receive a story for th e Cosmo[ . .. J. It is a story of the Congo [.. .].
All the bitterness of those days, all my puzzled wonder as to th e meaning of all 1
saw-all my indignation at masquerading philanthropy-have been with me
again , while I wrote. (Qtd. in Kimbrough 199)
Unfortunately, however, this "indignation at masquerading philanthropy,"
begins to fall apart in his description of the colonial other: the African . No doubt
Conrad scorns British Empire for its ostensible morality and is disturbed by its
brutal treatment of the African- the slavery, the killing, the domination- but
while he finds fault with the colonizing process, he ultimately believes one of the
major premises that sustains colonial activity: that the British are racially superior
to the Africans. Conrad's anti-imperialist statements serve as a type of rhetorical
inoculation, immunizing his readers against his verbal mistreatment of Africans. In
his book Mythologies, Roland Barthes labels just such an "inoculation" as one of the
rhetorical devices used by the typical bourgeois m an incapable of understandin g
the other. According to Barthes, the inoculation consists of "admitting the
accidental evil of a class-bound institution the better to conceal its principal evil.
One immunizes the contents of the collective imagination by means of a small
inoculation of acknowledged evil " (120).
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Conrad also resorts to the rhetorical device of exoticism, which Barthes
expands on in the same chapter of Mythologies. Barthes says that the petit-bourgeois
"is a man unable to imagine the ocher." On coming "face to face" with him he
takes one of two recourses: either he reduces the otherness to sameness, refusing or
incapable of admitting to the existence of otherness, or, on finding the other so
absolutely "other" char he is irreducible, he denies all relation and resorts to exoticism.
The other then becomes "a pure object, a spectacle, a clown" (122-23). Conrad
falls under the second category. He creates a picture of Africa and of the African
that is wild and exotic or, to use Conrad's own terms , "inscrutable" and
"impenetrable" (l 29). Achebe identifies various aspects of chis exoticism, explaining
that in the novel Conrad often describes characters as "just limbs or rolling eyes,"
uses Africa as a "backdrop which eliminates the African as human factor," and
denies the African any kind of intelligible speech, robbing them of the chance to
share their part of the story (I 22-24). For exan1ple,
I saw a face amongst the leaves on th e level with my own, looking at me very
fierce and steady; and then suddenly, as though a veil had been removed from my
eyes, l made out, deep in the tangled gloom , naked breasts, arms, legs, glaring
eyes-the bush was swarmin g with human limbs in movement, glistening, of
bronze colour.

Or this example lacer on:
Bur suddenly, as we struggled round a bend , there would be a glimpse of rush
walls, or peaked grass-roofs, a burst of yells, a whirl of black limbs, a mass of
hands clapping, of feet stamping, of bodies swaying, of eyes rolling, under th e
droop of heavy and motionless foliage [... ] . The prehistoric man was cursing us,
praying to us, welcoming us-who could tell? We were [... ] secretly appalled, as
sane men would be before an enthusiastic outbreak in a madhouse.

By creating these curiously wild images of the African, Conrad makes the
African an object and a clown, relegating him to the outer regions of his totality,
beyond comprehension and almost beyond concern.
Moreover, as Achebe points out, Conrad paints a picture of the Africans at a
rudimentary stage of development, ultimately savage and bestial (120). For example,
traveling down the river to the heart of Africa, "to the earliest beginnings of the
world, when vegetation rioted on the earth and the big trees were kings" (60),
Marlow is surprised that the Africans (he has previously informed his readers that
they are cannibals) do not ear him and the other Europeans aboard. Musing over
the idea he says that restraint cannot possibly be what is holding them back:
And these chaps too had no ea rthly reason for any kind of scruple. Restraint! I
would just as soon have expected restraint from a hyena prowling amongst the
corpses of a battlefield. But there was th e fact [of their not eating us) facing me
[. . . ] a mystery. (76)
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Conrad does not believe that "these chaps" can be exercising restraint because he
does not believe that they have any real sense of right or wrong to restrain them.
They do not have "much capacity to weigh the consequences" (75). Thus, their
"restraint" that cannot possibly be restraint eludes his comprehension.
This very restraint, which marks the distinction berween the civilized and the
uncivilized, is exactly what Kurtz loses among the "savages. " When Conrad finds
Kurtz he says, "[Kurtz ] lacked restraint in the gratification of his various lusts"
(107). Moreover, "The wilderness [.. .] got into his veins, consumed his flesh,
and sealed his soul to its own" (99), until he became a "soul satiated with primiti ve
emotions" (128). Kurtz, representative of all redeeming European thought and
ideology, ultimately falls prey to a mysterious savagery, an "impenetrable" darkn ess,
and serves as a warning to other Europeans to steer clear of th e same fate . Thus,
the Africans become nor only mysterious, they become dangerous-capable of
pulling you down to their level , as it were.
This representation is not only unfair, it is deadly- deadly because ir helps
reinforce and perpetuate stereotypes about the African that will spill over even into
contemporary literature and media. As Parry points out in her footnotes, the
cliches that Conrad uses to describe the natives, namely
the converging crowds carrying spears, bows and shields, cast ing wild glances,
making savage movements and utterin g weird cri es, the dark shapes in fantasti c
headdresses and spotted skins, standing warlike and still in statuesqu e repose, are
amongst th e many cliches used by Co nrad and later adopted by popular "epic"
films set in Africa. (I 42)

There are rwo horrors then in the novel. The first is the horror of imperialismits ruthless domination, inefficiency, waste, and brute force, with the claims of
progress, improvement, and civilizing when in reality its propagators are only after
land, trade, and profit. But the other horror is the danger of civilized persons being
swallowed up by the primordial savagery of the uncivilized and losing themselves
to unrestraint. Thus Conrad, who, to the reader conditioned by the same ideological
underpinnings, can seem so utterly anti-imperialist, ends up reinforcing some of
the basic stereotypes that make imperialism possible. This should not surprise
us-which of us is not guilty of decrying something in theory, but falling short in
practice? The problem comes when we do not look for these gaps, do not question
and analyze, and do remain critical of representation in general. Then we are sure
to continue reinforcing negative stereotypes and ideologies and to ultimately end
up like Conrad's nefarious character Kurtz who passes his European audience
a sweet moral bit about helping the natives, only to add the postscript
"Exterminate all the brutes!" (92).
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Queequeg and Ahab:
The Noble and the Savage
Nathan Walton

Your woraciousness, fellow-critters, I don't blame ye so much fore; dat is natur,
and can't be helped; bur to gobern dar wicked narur, dar is de pint. You is sharks,
sarrin; bur if you gobern de shark in you, why den you be angel; for all angel is
nor'ing more dan shark well goberned. (Melville 251)

T

he sermon spoken by Fleece to the sharks in the chapter "Stubb's Supper"
touches on one of the central themes of Moby-Dick. In a short essay on the
subject, Rod Phillips argues that Melville uses this humorous chapter to carry a
more "serious" and "subversive" message (93). I focus on that theme of savagery
and mastery, or nobility, for my analysis of the book. My arguments center on
the characters of Queequeg and Captain Ahab-characters who clearly epitomize the
ideas of nobility and savagery. Melville seems to comment on some of the accepted
prejudices of the day by ironically juxtaposing the idea of the "noble savage" against
the concept of white supremacy. Marsha Vick identifies this device as "defamiliarization," which presents common ideas in a new light, often through the use of
contrasts and opposites. These contrasts then "give new meaning to the object or
idea expressed" (329). Similarly, Mary Blish explains that much of Melville's
meaning is found in "reversed images" (55), or im ages that mean exactly opposite
of what they seem. In viewing the contrast between Ahab and Queequeg, the
reader is led to question accepted ideas about the "angels" and the "sharks" in society by reversals and ironies found in the descriptions of these two characters.
Based on evidence about Melville and his time period, the topic of nobility
and savagery is appropriate. In his essay "Historical Perspectives on Herman Melville,
an Early Civil Rights Advocate," William E. Rand explains that the slavery issue
dominated politics between 1830 and 1860 (91), about the time Melville would
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have been working o n Moby- Dick. H e cites Philip Fisher, who asserrs Melville's
interest in slavery (92) and says that it "approaches absurdi ty" to argue that "th e
best profess ion al fi ctio n writers holding anti -slavery sentiments co uld co nstantly
ignore a [. .. ] phenom enon so violentl y co ntrove rsial" (93) . Further, M ich ael C.
Berthold explains th at whale im agery was often used in rel ation to the slavery issue
during that time period . C learly, Melville had reason to wri te about race and slavery
as evidence shows in Moby-Dick.
In order to elucidate so me of Melville's co mm enta ri es about no bil ity and
savagery, it is useful to compare directly a few of his descriptions of Q ueequeg
with his descriptions of Captain Ah ab. The first of these co mpariso ns will cover
some of the outward attributes of the characters, such as their physical appearances,
their respective stati ons on the ship, and th eir common social interactio ns. Most
importantly though, the crux of the matter is revealed through their inner characterin their regard for God and man, in their mo ral values, and in their abil ity to
"gobern" their "woraciousness. "

Markings and Attributes
As we see in Ishm ael's first impressions of each man, Q ueequeg and Ahab are
both quite shocking in appearan ce. H e first sees Queequeg late at ni ght in his
room at the Spouter-Inn and exclaims, "Such a face! It was of a dark, purplish, yel low
color, here and there stuck over with large, bl ackis h-looki ng squares [. . . ]. T here
was no hair on his head [. . . ] but a small scalp-knot twisted up on his fo rehead.
His bald , purplish head now loo ked fo r all the world li ke a mildewed skull "
(29-30). Ishm ael eventually sees th at Q ueequeg's who le body is covered with
markings like those on his face, and is very startled by his savage appearance.
Ishmael describes th e "forebodin g shivers" at his first sight of Ahab (1 09). He
compares Ahab to a "solid bronze" statue and imm edi ately notes his pro minent
white scar. "Threadin g its way out from among his gray hairs, and co ntinuin g
right down one side of his tawny scorched face and neck, till it disappeared in his
clothing, you saw a slender, rod-Li ke mark, lividly white. " H e compares it to the
mark made on a tree by a sudden li ghtning strike, "leaving the tree still green ly
alive, but branded" (11 O). Ishm ael is struck powerfully by "th e whole grim aspect"
of the captain , owin g in large part to Ah ab's white scar and also to the white whalebone peg leg he stood on.
The significance of these remarks in Ishm ael's narrati ve suggests th at they are
important to Melville's deeper messages about the characters as well. Although
Queequeg's tattoos suggest his savagery and idolatry, and perhaps his ferocity, this
assumption is m et with an unexpected explanation later in the book. A prop het
"had written out on his body a complete theo ry of the heavens and the earth , and
a mystical treatise on the art of attaining truth ; so that Queequeg in his own
proper person was a riddle to unfold; a wondrous work in one volume" (399) . T he
reader sees here a reversal of the inti al impressions of these m arkings. Wh at seems
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at first to be a manifestation of savagery in Queequeg becomes a token of his
nobility and worth, even a hidden explanation of the world.
Ahab's white scar, on the other hand , comes to appear almost black in later
descriptions. Ahab speaks about his scar with the blacksmith: "Aye, man , it is
unsmoothable; for though thou only seest it here in my flesh, it has worked down
into the bone of my skull-that is all wrinkles!" (403). The significance of this
remark is found in the continuation of the scene. Ahab requests his special harpoon
from the blacksmith and proceeds with the devilish rites of its dedication for
the hunt of the white whale (403-05). By this association, the scar becomes a
manifestation of his infernal hatred for Moby Dick. This vengeance has become
so much a part of him that it is even carved into his appearance and, as he says,
into his bones.
The contrast between first impression and the later explanation regarding each
character's appearance is an example of Melville's use of defamiliarization and
reversal to illustrate his messages. Queequeg's dark scars become manifestations of
a deep, mystic, and religious belief-an explanation of light or truth. And while
Ahab's scar does seem grim from the beginning, it turns from a white scar to a dark
symbol of his inner motives and character.

Captain and Harpooner
As with the physical features, it is simple to observe the rank each man has on
the ship. But again, Melville presents ironies in these situations that turn the
reader's perception around and emphasize his own point. Queequeg is exceptionally
ski lled as a harpooner, which Peleg and Bildad acknowledge after he demonstrates
his ab ility (Melville 84). Ahab is described as a "good whale-hunter, and a good
captain to his men" (87). Bildad says that he is "above the common" men. It could
be said that in the eyes of Peleg and Bildad and their whaling expedition, Queequeg
is valuable for his savage abilities and Ahab for his ability to govern as captain.
Yet Melville again "defamiliarizes" this situation of commander and follower
in some of his descriptions of Queequeg and Ahab. Queequeg is of noble descent.
"His father was a high Chief, a King, his uncle a high Priest [... ]. There was
excellent blood in his veins-royal stuff" (56). Vick points out that Melville gives
dignity and status to Queequeg with the description that he "was George
Washington cannibalistically developed. " She further notes that this statement
"bestows the highest dignity possible on a non-white character at the same time
that it calls into question the use of racial characteristics as criteria for determining
identity and worth" (331). Clearly, Queequeg is not a stereotypical savage.
Queequeg's duties on the ship and his attitude toward them provide further
commentary. In the chapter tided "The Dart," Melville explains how the harpooner is expected to row the hardest of anyone in pursuit of a whale, then stand
and throw the harpoon fast into the whale, and finally move to the back of the
boat for the officer to take over (245-46). In "The Monkey-Rope" (270-71) and
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"Cistern Buckets" (287- 88), he describes the dangerous and exhausting duties of
"cutting-in" and "bailing the case" after the whale has been taken. Finally,
Queequeg becomes almost fatally ill in attending to the harpooner's duty as
"holder," scowing casks in the bottom of the ship (395). It seems chat some of the
most ski lled men on the ship, the harpooners, had the most dangerous and difficult
jobs. However, as Ishmael observes, "Queequeg disdained no seeming ignomin y,
if thereby he might haply gain the power of en lightening his untutored countrymen"
(57). Though his work was as strenuous and difficult as a slave's, his attitude was
chat of a true leader-working hard for the benefit of ochers.
Ahab, as was seated before, is seen as a good captain and a good leader. His
craft of leadership is certainly shown in his first grand speech on the quarterdeck.
He is able co excite the main body of the crew co join him in his quest for Moby
Dick. He overcomes Scarbuck's misgivings at lease co a degree chat Starbuck goes
along with it, coo. When the time finally does come co chase che white whale, nor
a man shrinks from it, but each is hypnotized by an "awe of Ahab" and is carri ed
along with the rest of the crew toward Ahab's goal (454) . He has such qualities of
leadership chat Melville comments,
They were one man , not thirty. For as th e ship that held them all ; though it was put
together of all contrasting things [. . .] yet all th ese ra n togeth er to form one
concrete hull [.. .]. [E]ven so, all the individualities of the crew [. .. ] were all
directed to chat fata l goal which Ahab th eir one lord and keel did point to. (454-55)

Ahab is capable of a powerful kind of leadership and charisma. Yer it is ironic
to note char he himself is a slave of sorts. Ishmael describes Ahab's "monomania"
as a "wild vindictiveness," a "frantic morbidness, " and a deep kind of lunacy
( 160-61 ). As Ahab speaks with Starbuck on the second day of the chase, he admits
chat he cannot change his course in spite of numerous warnings and signs chat the
quest is ill faced. "Ahab is forever Ahab," and " I am the Face's lieutenant," he says
(459). And just before he is killed, "Towards thee I roll, though all-destroying but
unconquering whale; [. . .] for hate's sake I spit my last breach at thee" (468).
Ahab was co a point chat he felt no control over his course of action-only the
enslaving force of violent hatred. This proved not only his destruction, bur also
the death of his entire crew, but one.
Although he was commissioned as leader of the ship and had great skill at
leadership, Ahab's passionate bondage disqualified him as a leader in some of the
most important aspects-the wisdom co choose a correct course co follow and
a concern for chose chat followed him. Melville's "reversed images" reveal here a
captain who is unfit co command and a servant with the instincts of a very
capab le leader.

Dining on the Pequod
As one notes the different qualities of leadersh ip in Queequeg and Ahab, it is
also interesting co look at the social interaction of the two on a smaller scale. The
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passages about their respective eating habits provide some good substance for comparison, particularly relating to Melville's descriptive commentary on the scenes:
Over his ivory- inlaid table, Ahab presided like a mute, maned sea-lion on the
white coral beach, surrounded by his warlike but still deferential cubs [. . .]. They
were as little children before Ahab [. . .] . I do not suppose that for the world
th ey would have profaned that moment with the slightest observation [. . .].
[T] hese cabin meals were somehow solemn meals, eaten in awful silence. (131)

Of Queequeg and his fellows , Melville writes the following:
In contrast to the hardly tolerable cons traint and nameless invisible domineering
of th e captain's table, was the entire care-free license an d ease, the almost frantic
democracy of those inferior Fellows th e harpooners. While their masters, the
mates, seemed afraid of th e sound of th e hinges of their own jaws, th e harpooners
chewed their food with such a relish that there was a report to it. They dined like
Lords; they filled their bellies like Indian ships all day loading with spices. (133)

These passages seem to compare the idea of slavery and freedom through the
careful use of language in connection with the respective situations. Melville
contrasts the despotic presence of Captain Ahab with the "democracy" of the
savages. H e ironically calls the harpooners "i nferior, " alluding to the accepted
racial ideas of his day, and juxtaposing this with his description of the harpooners
as "Lords." This was certainly unexpected for the "democratic" American society
of the time to see the cannibal, the Indian, and the negro described as free and
democratic, while the leaders on the ship act as though under the power of some
tyrannical despot. Again, Melville analyzes and reverses the prejudices of the day
in order to defamiliarize these common views and cause the audience to analyze
from a new perspective. The mates are perhaps "as little children before Ahab"
because of his moodiness and pride, while the democracy of the harpooners shows
through their tolerance of one another.
Still deeper in this analysis of consumption, one can contrast Mark E. Boren's
description of Ahab with the cannibalistic background of Queequeg. One sees
evidences in the book that Queequeg has been raised a cannibal, such as his sale
of shrunken heads or his filled teeth (28-29). And yet in the story he does not
kill anyone.
Of Ahab, however, Boren says, " [He] devours his crew as his quest devours
him [... ]. [H]e constantly invests everything about him with material significance,
and he voraciously consumes anything that crosses his path" (29). Ahab comes out
of this comparison as the savage and the cannibal, while the "savages" are again
ennobled through Melville's ironic narrative.

Christian and Heathen
For the prejudices of the day, Ahab and Queequeg are also seen on very
unequal ground as relating to religious matters; Ahab comes from a "nobler"
Christian society and Queequeg retains his heathen persuasions. Such prejudices
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are most noticeably displayed at Queequeg's first meeting with the owners of the
Pequod. Peleg tells Ishmael th at they do not allow hea thens on the ship without
papers. '" Yea,' said captain Bildad in his hollow voice, sticki ng hi s head from
behind Peleg's, our of the wigwam. ' H e must show that he's converted. Son of
Darkness,' he added, turning to Queequeg, 'art thou converted co any C hristian
church?"' The two captains continue referring co his heathenism with referen ces co
the biblical Philistines, and co th e devil (83). We hear very little about Ahab's reli gion in the opening chapters except Peleg's description of him as "a good
man-not a pious good man like Bildad, but a swearing good man" (77). One can
see that although Ahab may be somewhat less than a religious man, Peleg and
Bildad make a distinction between him and Queequeg because th ey see Queequeg
as a heathen and Ahab as belongin g to their own C hristian sociery.
Whatever advantage Ahab m ay have over Queequeg in religious matters in the
eyes of others, it is obvious in observing the practices of the two that savage
Queequeg is the truly religious one, while Ahab's only religion was defiance.
Ishm ael is introduced to Queequeg's religion at their first meeting, in wh ich
Queequeg makes obeisance co his small wooden god, Yojo (3 1). He shows an
almost fanatical devotion in "The Ram adan" as he meditates for hours on end
(78-82), and his high estim ation of his god is agai n displayed as he contemplates
death, lying in his coffin with his arms crossed over little Yojo (397). Ishmael
asserts during this time that "no dying C haldee or G reek had higher or holier
thoughts than those, whose mysterious shades you saw creeping over the face of
poor Queequeg. " Ishmael even speculates on his "destined heaven" (396).
Ahab contrasts with Queequeg's devotion . C hrisrnpher T. H am ilton illustrates
the full measure of his defiance toward God in a discussion of chapter 119, "T he
Candles." He cites Ahab's soliloquy in which Ahab speaks co God: "Thou knowest
not how came ye, hence callest thysel f unbegotten; certainly knowest not thy
beginnin g, hence callest thyself unbegun" (41 7). Hamilton says th at Ahab refers
here to the Son of God and shows how Ahab "attacks the very foundation of the
C hri stian faith by denying that C hrist should be called the only begotten Son of
God" (152-53).
Again, the reversal of traditional roles between civilized man and savage serves
to "defamiliarize" the reader from these traditions. One is led to consider devotions
of people more carefully than to simply assign them to one denomination or
another. Ishmael's inference that Queequeg is heaven-bound serves also to challenge common beliefs that C hristians are the only ones capable of being saved.
Clearly, Melville wishes to challenge not only racial, but also religious prejudices
m soc1ery.

Regard for Man
Although the noble captain of the ship, Ahab, should value his crewmembers'
lives, Queequeg is the one who shows the only regard for the lives of his shipmates
in th e story. In the opening chapters, he is the only one who dives into the ocean
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ro save a "bumpkin" during the crossing to Nantucket. He does this in spite of
the man having previously insulted him (60). Later, he is the first to dive into the
ocean after Tashtego, who is caught inside the case of a whale (289).
On the ocher extreme, Ahab continually shows his disregard for the lives of
others. Starbuck contemplates a musket that Ahab had pointed at him and
observes, "The very cube he pointed at me!- the very one; this one-I hold it
here; he would have killed me with the very thing I handle now-Aye and he
would fain kill all his crew." Starbuck continues and asserts that the Captain cares
nothing for the crew.
The incident with the Rachel is a most telling experience of Ahab's disregard
for anything or anyone but himself and his desire to fight Moby Dick. Ahab is deaf
ro the pleas of the Rachels captain for help in searching for his lost son (433-36).
It is clear at chis point chat Ahab has become entirely enslaved to his frenzied
quest; its completion is the only thing of any worth to Ahab. He shows char he has
lost all desire for anything bur consuming the white whale, no matter who or what
might be injured along the way.
The fact char Queequeg is a cannibal brings such an irony to these human
relations that Melville practically forces the reader away from any racial or ethnic
prejudices to reconsider the worth of such "savages" in contrast to many civilized
white people. Ahab and Queequeg become symbols for the ideas that Melville
wishes to convey, and his message is made clear by the stark contrasts between the
characters, or the contrasts between what one expects of the characters and what
Melville describes.
Reflections

The lunacy of Ahab and his eternal hatred for the white whale strikes a core
issue in the book. Blish points out a few statements in the book that describe how
Ahab in his mind attributes all the evils of humankind to the Whale. She remarks,
"[J] use so do racists ascribe the ills of their time and place to those humans who
happen to have a skin color different from their own" (59). Melville uses his
"defamiliarization" techniques ultimately to invite readers to consider racism
and prejudice from a detached point of view. It allows us to see our own nature or
actions chat are similar to Ahab, as well as to sympathize with the noble nature of the
outwardly savage Queequeg. In retrospect, Fleece's speech to the sharks becomes a
speech to every reader. He refers co them (or us) as "fellow-critters," reflecting the
savage nature that is in every man , and he explains the importance of governing
chat nature. Melville exposes the inherent fallacies that he sees in such prejudice
through his reversals from racial preconceptions about the characters of Ahab and
Queequeg. He entreats the reader to examine the soul for such ungodly scars as
Ahab bears and to look to bring out the nobility that is found in savage Queequeg.
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The Decay of the American Dream:
Tennessee Williams and The Glass Menagerie
Matthew Squires

I

n his 1928 presidential campaign, Herbert Hoover put the American Dream
into these words as his campaign slogan: "A chicken in every pot and a car in
every garage. " His statement is a concisely put declaration of the general goal of
twentieth-century Americans-prosperity. However, Hoover's statement was not
rhe beginning of American materialism. The self-made man/woman, getting rich
quick by one's own wit, Social Darwin ism-all of these concepts have been focuses
throughout American history. Millions of settlers have immigrated to the United
States in order to escape their social niche and progress economically, bur
American success fables do not necessarily materialize. In face, besides nor actually
ge tting rich , many Americans realize that deep-rooted materialism can have
devastating effects on their morals and on the family unit.
Set during the Great Depression , Tennessee Williams's The G/,ass Menagerie
serves as a historical commentary on the moral dilemmas embedded in the
American Dream as evidenced generally during the Great Depression and specifically
in Williams's own life. From a moral perspective, the play also relates to current
and contemporary conflicts between traditional famil y values and increasing
materialism. Therefore, to develop a comprehensive critique of the American
Dream in Menagerie, we must survey the pertinent history of American materialism ,
its effect in Wi lliams's own life, and the evidences of it as a theme in the play.

Historical and Social Context
The era of interest in studying The G/,ass Menagerie is between the late twenties
and World War II, when Williams grew up and found his talent for writing. At
chat rime, American nationalism was in steep decline as a result of several things,
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including World War I, woman's suffrage, ethnic rights problems, prohibition, and
some revolutionary political ideas. Socialism in America was becoming a real issue.
Topping the list, however, people were losing faith in the government because of
the Great Depression. Citizens began to question not only the economic soundness
of their government, but also the moral nature of the American system. Socialism
took stronger root in America as workers realized that not only could they not
prosper on their own, but also that they could not even get work. From the
Cambridge studies in American literature, Rita Barnard writes: "So was the old
parable that had served competitive capitalism so well: the rags-to-riches story,
which held out the promise of success in exchange for hard work. Though patently
irrational at a time when unemployment was rife and new businesses were likely
to fail, the myth dies hard" (18). Along with the financial disillusionment, more
and more families were becoming dysfunctional, children rebelling, spouses
abandoning, etc. Therefore, during the Great Depression, materialism was aligned
with greedy big business in the public mind and became the villain that used people
to purchase and pursue things and destroyed families.
The economic and moral decay after WWT and during the Depression
became a popular subject for new authors. Writers of the modern era who spoke
out against a social condition and its moral implications are now known as the
Modem Realists or Critical Realists. These writers include Steinbeck, Faulkner,
O'Neill, Cather, Dos Passos, Waldo, cummings, and Ward (Keller 177-88).
Several new social themes and ideas emerged from these writers. According to
Keller, they
show the protagonists engaged in a quest for self-realization and pursuing success
in terms of a democratic community [... ] clashing with the world surrounding
them , an environment that is far from ideal. Thus they become victims of
a repressive system whose particular evil is that it preve nts them from attaining
the self-fulfillment embedded in the American Dream. ( I 68)

Therefore, it is important to note that the American Dream in and of itself is not
a bad thing; hence the subjects of the Critical Realists' criticism are the unjust or
immoral means by which people try to achieve the Dream and the external factors
that prevent them from doing so.
Not all the writers adopted the same ideas, but they were united in disclaiming
what they considered to be the "American Dream Gone Astray. " Some, like
Hemingway and Dos Passos, wrote about the deglorification of war. Steinbeck and
others focused on the political decay; and others, like Eliot and Faulkner, wrote
about the decay of society in general and the fall of civilization. Keller writes that
the authors "share a critical thrust: they are concerned about authorities, and
institutions, such as the legal system, the police force, the church, politicians
and business ethics, which to them are corruptible, presumptuous and hypocritical"
(168). Therefore, critical realists always comment on corrupt institutions, erroneous
philosophies, or manipulative social systems that hamper individual self-realization.
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Williams and The Glass Menagerie
One of the best ways to study the social forces portrayed in The Glass
M enagerie is to compare chem directly with social forces chat played out in
Williams's own life. Williams told the New York Times chat The Glass Menagerie
was "semi-autobiographical-char is, it is based on my life in Sr. Louis[ ... ] . When
I'd come home from the shoe place where l worked-my father owned it, I hared
ir-1 would go in and sit in her [his sister Rose's] room. [... ] . As I thought about
it the glass animals came to represent the fragile, delicate ties char muse be broken,
chat you inevitably break, when you cry to fulfill yourself" (qrd. in Scanlan 96).
The moral compromise of breaking "fragile, delicate ties" in order to achieve
success, or "fulfill" himself, was one of Williams's greatest mental battles, and
hence the plot and conflict of Menagerie directly reflect Williams's story and his
inner conflict.
Comparing Menagerie with Williams's life, the most obvious connection we
can find is the plot itself. To begin, Williams was forced by his father to drop out
of school in order to work in a shoe factory, which he hared. He eventually left his
family in the pursuit of success and after graduating from college led a scandalous
life including alcoholism and homosexuality (Falk 22- 23) . Christopher Bigsby, in
a critical essay on Menagerie, explains chat Tom (the narrator) "revisits the past
because he knows char his own freedom, such as it is, has been purchased at the
price of abandoning ochers, as Williams had abandoned his mother and, more
poignantly, his sister" (37). Hence, the main action of Menagerie does come
directly our of Williams's life.
The inspiration for the characters and the setting also come out of Williams's
past. "Everything in his life is in his plays, and everything in his plays is in his life,"
said Elim Kazan, director of several of Williams's most successful plays (ImagiNarion.com). His sister Rose "became the prototype for Laura," and Amanda
resembles Tennessee's description of his mother, Edwina, who also had "many
gentlemen callers" (Williams and Mead 15, 14). According to Allean Hale, the
tenement portrayed in Menagerie is a transformation of Williams's early childhood
home in Sr. Louis, and Jim's character emerged from a fraternity brother in
Missouri (13 , 15). To top it off, around 1938, Williams changed his own name
from "Tom" to "Tennessee" (!magi-Nacion.com).
Naturally, the dramatic intensity of the play is also a result of feelings Williams
felt in his own life. For example, his sister Rose suffered a nervous breakdown after
Williams left, for which he blamed himself, and lacer Tennessee's mother had
a frontal lobotomy performed on Rose, for which Tennessee never forgave her
(!magi-Nacion.com). Williams spent a great deal of time after the operation caring for Rose, and many of his plays reflect his experience. He felt strongly about
insanity, lobotomies, and alcoholism. ln fact , during the lacer part of his life,
Williams lived with depression and a "constant fear char he would go insane as did
his sister Rose" (lmagi-Nacion.com). According to Williams and Mead, "The story
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of Tom's relationship with his sister Rose is so complicated psychologically, and so
heartbreaking, that it could almost make a book in itself; it did form the nucleus
of a number of his plays and stories in addition to T he G lass Menagerie" (34) .
Alon g with the emotion al circumstances of his family life, Williams felt that
his own success had corrupted his moral character. Soon after Menagerie he wrote
a critical essay entitled "The Catastrophe of Success. " In it he criti cizes the
American Dream of materi alism and argues that modern society is based on pretenses like the rags-to-riches myth. He says, "The C inderella story is our favorite
national myth, the cornerstone of the film industry if nor of the democracy itself"
(Willi ams , "Catastro ph e" 30). By hi s own account, Williams reacted strangel y
to his newfound success by expe riencin g a "sp iritual dislocation" in which he
ab andoned his friends a nd became more a nd more cy ni cal (Wi lli ams,
"Catastrophe" 32). The abandonment and struggle for success in Menagerie is
a result of Williams's focus o n success before Menagerie and his disillusionment
with it afterward.
Materialism and the Broken Home
In an essay on the role of the family in Williams's plays, Scan lan writes: ''In
the early plays Williams dramatized the family world in a stare of co llapse; in later
ones family collapse is antecedent to the action. These two situations are comb ined
in The Glass Menagerie" (Scanlan 92). However, nor only does Menagerie document
the collapse of a family, it gives reasons why. The Glass Menagerie dissects the
American Dream of success and individuality to reveal a heart of materialism and
selfishness. Examining the play in derail, we can see Williams's theme of m aterialism
emerging in the tone of the play and each of the characters. T hough, like the "well
wrought urn, " practically all of the elements in Menagerie combin e to create the
play's meaning, a few elements stand our like neon signs, including the setting and
the characterization.
Naturally, Williams begins with the most appropriate setting for his theme.
What better place to demonstrate the decay of the American Dream than a tenement
house? In the first stage notes in the play, Williams says:
The Wingfields's apartment is [... ] o ne of those vast hi ve-like co nglomerations
of cellular living units that flower as warty growths in overcrowded urban centers
of lower middle-class pop ulatio n and are systematic of the impulse of this largest
and fundamentall y enslaved section of American society to avo id fluidity and
differentiation and to exist and fun ction as o ne interfused mass of automatism .
(Williams, Menagerie 927)

The Wingfields' apartment creates feelings of disparity, confinement, and conformity
with its dark rooms juxtaposed with the garbage in the alleys and the fire escape.
The idea Williams tries to get across is that there real ly is no escape. H e says: "Al l
of these huge buildings are always burning with the slow and implacable fires of
hum an desperation" (927). Indeed, Williams's tenem ent-house setting leaves its
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occupants with much to be desired but nor much to be done. le shows the audience
from the very beginning of the play char the American Dream isn't functioning.
The tone of frustration and human desperation is also magnified by Tom's
introductory monologue. He says: "] reverse it [time] to that quaint period, the
thirties, when the huge middle class of America was matriculating in a school for
the blind [... ] their fingers pressed forcibly down on the fiery Braille alphabet of
a dissolving economy. In Spain there was revolution. Here there was only shouting
and confusion" (928). So, by choosing the Great Depression as the rime of action,
Williams sets the play in the rime most harmonious with his subject matter. He
has chosen the rime and place of the greatest disillusionment and frustration
America has ever known.
Williams also manipulates each of his characters to portray the different
effects the decayed American Dream has on different types of people. Naturally,
the central character is Tom, who represents the struggling poet-the only person
who rakes real account of his deplorable situation. However, Jim, Amanda, and
Laura all demonstrate different attitudes and conflicts that are important to see in
juxtaposition with Tom.
Jim represents the type of person that remains completely fooled by the idea
of capitalism and economic progress. On a general note, Tom says that Jim is "the
long delayed but always expected something that we live for" (928). Always looking
into the future , Jim fails to perceive the fundamental problems of the present.
Contemplating his successful future, Jim exclaims, "Knowledge-Zzzzp!
Money-Zzzzp! Power-Zzzzp! Thar's the cycle democracy is built on!" (964). He
is indeed a prototype of materialism, of striving after wealth. However, Tom reveals
that Jim really isn't getting anywhere financially or socially. He says that one would
have expected that Jim would "arrive at nothing short of the White House by the
rime he was thirty" but that he "apparently ran into more interference after his
graduation from Soldan. His speed had definitely slowed. Six years after he had
left high school he was holding a job that wasn't much better than mine" (949).
Therefore, despite Jim's exuberance, he's in the same manipulated state of the
decayed American Dream as everyone else in the play.
Like Jim, Laura and Amanda don't come to terms with the decayed economic
and moral situation either. Laura is simply innocent to the evils around her, and
her shyness sets her up to be an almost helpless victim, as is shown by her tragic
interaction with Jim. Twice in the play, her precious glass animals are symbolically
broken as a representation of her innocent hopes and dreams, and she is unable to
protect them. Amanda, on the other hand, is certainly not innocent, bur she uses her
past life and glory as a shield to guard her from reality. She is always remembering
her youth and her many "gentleman callers." In fact, the only memories she will
allow of her run-away husband are from the rimes they were happy in love. The
decaying American Dream directly affects both Amanda and Laura. Their financial
situation is saddening; Laura's tragic love relationships expose lost Romantic ideals;
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and, most of all, Tom and his father both abandon them in search of success and
self-realization.
Tom, unlike all the other characters, comes to a full realization of his
deplorable situation and discovers that the only way to win is to leave. Unfortunately,
Tom's motives for leaving his family are material gain and self-fulfillment. He says
to his mother, "Look-I've got no thing, no single thing-in my life than I can
call my OWN!" and, "For sixty-five dollars a month I give up all that l dream of
doing and being ever! And you say self-self's all I ever think of. Why, listen , if
self is what I thought of, Mother, I'd be where he is-GONE!" (935, 937). Tom
is focused on money. He wants to have "things," and he does leave his family,
showing that "self" really is his top priority. He explains his desire to fulfill himself:
"I like adventure. Adventure is something l don't have much of at work" (941 ).
Adventure and money seem hardly acceptable excuses to abandon one's family,
but, like his father before him, Tom has a clear vision of the hopelessness of his
current situation and knows he can't progress there.
Ironically, Tom's situation doesn't improve much by the end of the play. He
ends up "travel[ing] around a great deal " and says, "The cities swept about me like
dead leaves" (971). He doesn't seem to be gaining any "things ," and he definitely
isn't having any Hollywood style "adventure. " In fact, his mother's words ring true
as a criticism of the self-fulfilling materialism that inspired his departure: "You live
in a dream; you manufacture illusions! [. . . ] Don't think about us, a mother
deserted, an unmarried sister who's crippled and has no job! Don't let anything
interfere with your selfish pleasure! Just go, go, go-to the movies! " (970). Since
Tom is narrating the story from the perspective of a poet, we can assume that he
did eventually progress, but the feeling of remorse Tom expresses in his final
monologue remains much more provocative than any hints of redeeming success.
He says, "Oh, Laura, I tried to leave you behind me, but I am more faithful than
I intended to be!" (971). Though Tom may succeed financially, and he may find
the self-fulfillment of the American Dream, he will always be reminded that he
sacrificed his family for that success.
Conclusion

The Glass Menagerie connects the American Dream, and its materialism,
directly with the break up of the nuclear family. It is a historical insight into the
social and moral dilemmas of the Great Depression, a representative model of
Critical Realism, and an autobiographical perspective on Williams's own life. Most
relevant to us, however, Menagerie poses a moral question, and Williams leaves his
audience to answer it for themselves: Do our financial goals and the materialism
on which our society is based jeopardize our family values?
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Elocution in the l 920s:
The Downfall of the Great Gatsby
Brian Rich

n the closing pages of The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald allows the reader
to glimpse into the past of the mysterious Jay Gatsby. In a ragged old copy
of Hopalong Cassidy, Mr. Gatz, Jay's father, reveals to the reader the daily routine of
young Jimmy:

I

Rise from bed . .. ................. ... .... 6:00
Dumbbell exercises and wall-scaling .......... 6: 15-6:30
Study electricity, ere. ... ................ .. .7: I 5-8: 15
Work ...... ....... .................. ... 8:30-4:30
Baseball and sports ...................... .4:30-5:00
Practice elocution , poise and how ro attain ir .. . 5:00-6:00
Study needed inventions ........... .. .... .. 7:00-9:00

AM

PM

Ge neral Resolves
No wasting time at Shafrers or [name, indecipherable]
No more smokeing or chewing
Bath eve ry other day
Read one improving book or magazi ne per week
Save $5.00 [crossed our] $3.00 per week
Be better ro parents (Fitzgerald 181 -82)

As Mr. Gatz closes the book, routine, and life of Jay Gatsby, he says with a sigh ,
"It just shows you don't it ... Jimmy was bound to get ahead" (Fitzgerald 182).
The question then arises, did Gatsby succeed in getting ahead? Did Jim Gatz reach
old money status and acceptance? In the daily routine above, Fitzgerald attributes
to Jim Gatz every advice, lesson, and commandment in twentieth-century elocution:
exercising for physical power and poise; cleanliness in bathing and not smoking;
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workbooks for elocution and how to obtain it; and bein g well read. By allowing
the reader to see this daily schedule, Fitzgerald characterizes Gatz with the "vigorous
self-discipline" (Kleiser 1) necessary to reach his fullest potential- to rrul y "get
ahead. " But in the end, despite Jay Gatsby's claims to old money, his elocution
contains a certain "rough-neck" accent that indicates to others the truth of his
meager beginnings (Fitzgerald 53) .
The strong prejudicial emphasis on speech during Fitzgerald's life emerged
with the advancement of technology. While people had once patiently depended
on sluggish steam ships to carry communication, with the invention of railroads ,
automobiles, and planes, hundreds of miles and several months were reduced to a
few hours. The reign of speech was strengthened with the advent of the modern
telephone and spread with the prevalent use of the radio and the novelty of talkin g
pictures. The telephonic interaction increased contact, and audiences clamored to
hear the spoken word in the form of entertainment.
Though the spoken word was reaching many, the power and effectiveness of
oral communication remained in the hands of intellectuals and old mon ey.
Modern colleges and universities made elocution a science and the rich set the
standard. In 19 I G, Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker, principal of The N ational School of
Elocution and Oratory, stated:
[T]he subject of Elocution [. . . ] is see n and felt in colleges, in school , and eve n
society. It is greater than any which has pertained to delivery since th e days of
Grecian and Roman oratory [. . .]. lo know what is natural as well as th e artistic
way of expressing one's self, either by th e voice or in ges ture, is rapidly beco min g
a demand of the American peo ple. (3)

With elocution dissected through science, the standard of natural expression was
then determined by old money. Why? The increase of technology was spreading
oral communication, but the elite upper class cornered the market. The wealthy
owned and used automobiles, planes, and telephones, which increased their visibility
in public settings; their influence spread as their circumference of social interaction
expanded. Luncheon clubs and hotels exclusive to old money sprang into existence.
F. Scott Fitzgerald, a prominent author of the 1920s, witnessed the established
elite dictate the standard elocution and saw them solidify their social power. Old
money members quarantined themselves with the use of linguistics barriers,
allowing few to pass. Though one might obtain wealth , segregation still occurred
as the elocution of "new money individuals" usually contained hints of unnatural
expression or a "bad accent" (Fogerty 1). Therefore, the key in breaking down
these linguistics walls was to master everyday conversation styles and elocution .
Fitzgerald understood the importance of elocution; he planted in the heart of his
character Gatsby the seed of determination and self-discipline, and in his mind the
"practice of elocution [. .. ] and how to attain it" (Fitzgerald 127). In this sense,
young Jim Gatz's rise to the upper social echelon was scripted beautifully.
Fitzgerald bestowed Jimmy with everything one needed to succeed in his venture:
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"improving texts and magazines" ( 169) , a rigorous routine, and self-discipline. Jim
Gatz was ready to become Jay Gatsby, by speaking his way into old money status.
With speech saturating society and literature, manuals would have been readily
available to any citizen throughout the United States. As a writer, Fitzgerald was
familiar with these self-help books and realized Jim Gatz would have access to
these "improving texts and magazines" (Fitzgerald I 27). With these manuals, Jim
would begin his quest to become Jay in four simple steps.

Step One: "It is as important for the public speaker to develop his body as to
develop his mind" (Kleiser 13).
In order for the speaker to truly persuade his audience, the physical appearance
must first be developed. One must not enter a scene as "a clammy, flabby old man
with a heckling voice and a wandering eye, but as a giant ready for a giant's task";
therefore, "a strong mind in a strong body should be the aim of every public man"
(Kleiser 13). A "vigorous self-discipline" and a daily schedule must be established
to reach one's fullest potential (1). This routine must include specific physical exercises, followed by a daily bath that washes "the entire surface of the body" (15).
Fitzgerald establishes a routine for Jim Gatz, following the advice of Kleiser in
listing specific exercises, dumbbell exercises and wall-scaling, and a routine of
cleanliness, no more "smokeing or chewing" and bathe every other day. By allowing
the reader to see this daily schedule, Fitzgerald characterizes Gatz with the "vigorous
self-discipline" necessary to reach his fullest potential.

Step Two: Poise, posture, and facial expressions.
In specifically allotting one hour to the "practice of [. . .] poise and how to
attain it" (Fitzgerald 181), Jim Gatz gives importance to the physical attributes of
posture, poise, and facial expressions. This emphasis on the whole countenance
was also stressed in the readily accessible self-help elocution books. "Everyone
reads the countenance . . .; therefore how necessary an expressive countenance
becomes to speaker and reader" (Shoemaker 260).
"Let your standing position be manly, erect, easy, forceful, and impressive,"
writes Kleiser in his book Talks on Talking (86). For this posture to be attained he
adds that one must "habitually carry the chest high and full without undue straining"
(15). A perfect example of this powerful effect of position is found in the description
ofTom:
He was a sturdy, straw haired man of thirty with a rather hard mouth and a
supercilious manner. Two shining, arrogant eyes had established dominance over
his face and gave him the appearance of always leaning aggressively forward. Not
even th e effeminate swank of his riding clothes could hide the enormous power
of that body. (Fitzgerald 11)

The poise and posture emitted power, but this power would not be as striking
without Tom's dominant eyes; the facial expressions give the posture additional
convincing power. For Tom this came naturally from his old money breeding, but
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for Jay, chis power would be accessed through his own natural ch arism a, study,
and practice.
In her book Advanced Elocution, Shoemaker gives three steps in increasing the
power of facial expressions. First, one must be employed in "rel axing the facial
muscles." Also, one should "allow som e mood or fancy to domin ate the mind ."
Finally, a third means is to practice "exercises of short passages of prose or verse,
which embody various sentiments." "These traces once habitually fixed, rem ain in
all their softness and charm, through every varying stages oflife" (S hoemaker 261).
In studying how to attain chis ce rtain countenance, Jay Gatz practiced till
perfection. The narraror, Nick, is immediately drawn to Gatsby's facial expressions.
"He smiled understandingly-much more than understandingly. It was one
of those rare smiles with a quality of eternal reassurance in it[ ... ]. It faced-or
seemed to face-the whole external world for an instant, and then concentrated
on you with an irresistible prejudice in your favor" (Fitzgerald 52).

Step Three: "Your gesture should be graceful, appropriate, free, forceful, and
natural" (Kleiser 86).
Through the unwavering determination of Jim Gatz, Jay Gatsby was created.
Gatsby claimed and looked the part of old money: " His tanned ski n was drawn
attractively tight on his face and hi s short hair looked as though it were trimm ed
everyday" (Fitzgerald 54). But as one spends more time with Gatsby, certain
actions unconsciously begin co emerge in his conversational patterns, betrayi ng his
new money ongm.
The first witness that tips Nick toward this fictitious fa<;:ade is the uncontrollable
gestures Jay Gatsby makes. Fitzgerald has Nick observe a certain quality, which
"was continually breaking through his punctilious manner in the shape of restlessness.
He was never quite still; there was always a tapping foot somewhere or the impatient
opening and closing of a hand" (68).
Shoemaker teaches chat gestures are effective only when used correctly. For
example, the "hand vertical (palm outward, fin gertips upward,) is evasive, repellent,
aversive" while the index finger "may be used in discrimin ating, and forcible
asserting" (Shoemaker 257). But in the case of Jay Gatsby, the tapping foot and
moving fingers would be considered "unmeaning, angular, abrupt, [... ] stilted,
[and] amateurish" gestures; such gestures must be avoided (Kleiser 86). In such
instances, it would have been better to "allow the voice alone to express the sentiment
than to have the attention distracted by the manner" (Shoemaker 253).

Step Four: "Nothing betrays a man so unmistakably as his style of conversation"
(Kleiser 142).
The style of conversation is comprised of three main components: the quali ty
of the voice, the word choice, and the expression of ideas. The first step in mastering
the elocution of the rich is to find the perfect voice. Such a voice is described by
experts as being "neither high nor low in pitch ," "agreeable to the listening ear,"
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and should be "musical and well-modulated" (KJeiser 58). These qualities found
in effective voices aptly describe Fitzgerald's character Daisy. "[H]er voice sang"
(20); " It was full of money-that was the inexhaustible charm that rose and fell in
it, the jingle of it, the cymbals' song of it[ ... ]. High in the white palace the king's
daughter, the golden girl" (127). Daisy's voice of perfection could not have been
taught. In being raised in the old money environment, this elocution was not
learned, nor practiced; it was instinctively performed.
Another important aspect of conversation is word choice. In every self-help
elocution manual, several chapters are dedicated in helping the student know,
understand, and apply proper word choice. "It is difficult to overestimate the
power of words. With them we command, we supplicate, we defy, we convince,
we condemn, we conciliate" (KJeiser 62).
To successfully express one's self through words, one must increase one's
vocabulary; "with ten thousand words at his command he should be able to
express himself with greater precision and effectiveness" (Kleiser 62). This is done
by "constantly learning new words through books we read" (Fogerty 12). With
each new word encountered, the meaning should be understood, the spelling
memorized, and the knowledge of the proper use in a conversation solidified. This
concept was grasped by Jim Gatz at an earlier age and stayed with him throughout
his life. In the daily schedule given to Nick by Jay's father, one hour is reserved
for the "practice of elocution" and to the reading of "one improving book or
magazine per week" (Fitzgerald 181 - 82). In so doing, his vocabulary would have
increased immensely.
Though years of study may have provided Gatsby with a fount of knowledge,
he never mastered the application of old money language; there was always
something unnatural about his word choice, a slight accent in his elocution.
Gatsby's first impression enthralled Nick. Almost taken into the dream of Gatsby,
Jay's word choice soon gave him away:
[His smile] believed in you as you would like to believe in yourself[ .. .]. Precisely
at that point it vanished-and I was looking at an elegant young rough-neck,
a year or two over thirty, whose elaborate formality of speech just missed being
absurd. Some time before he introduced himself I'd got a strong impression that
he was picking his words with care. (Fitzgerald 53)

With the saturation of speech throughout the society during the 1920s, F. Scott
Fitzgerald used the old money standard of elocution to help the reader and the
characters see past the lie that was Jay Gatsby.
Gatsby's word choice contained a "rough-neck" accent, which affected the
expression of his ideas (i.e., distinct articulation and correct pronunciation,
coupled with proper use of current vogue phrases). This seemed only to help
brand Jay as lower class.
In order to articulate clearly and to properly enunciate, one must become a
student of the dictionary, avidly researching the phonetics, stress, and inflection of
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each word. To help in this study, a strong personal resolution to "never use an
incorrect, an inelegant, or a vulgar phrase or word" (Kleiser 37) is required.
Though one must master such enunciation, it is more important to "avoid
using expressions which are not current in society, although they may be of common
occurrence in books" (Kleiser 38). If this form of expression is not mastered , one
simply will not be able to break down the linguistic barriers of the established
wealth. In conversation, the use of obsolete phrases is not only hard to amend, but
this faulty expression is also indicative of an attempt to be old money. "Its effect is
bad , for though it is not like slang, vulgar in itself, it betrays an effort to conceal
vulgarity" (38).
Fitzgerald must have been aware of the elocution standard and the difficult
task of mastering it. At one point, Fitzgerald dep icts Jay Gatsby attempting to
convince Nick of his old money status, but this attempt falls extremely short. The
expression of ideas, distinct articulation, gestures and word choice ultimately
reveal him for who he is-a rough-neck trying hard to claim old money status.
Fitzgerald places Nick alone with Gatsby on the way to New York. In this
scene, Gatsby confesses his past to Nick. "I'll tell you God's truth [... ]. I am the
son of some wealthy people in the middle-west-all dead now. I was brought up
in America but educated at Oxford" (Fitzgerald 69). Jay Gatsby claims that he is
old money, but as the conversation continues, Nick observes obvious mistakes in
Jay's elocution; he is 'mispronouncing' several modes of standard expression.
The first errors Fitzgerald attributes to Gatsby are poor word choice (o r the
lack thereof) and inappropriate gestures. "We hadn't reached West Egg Village
before Gatsby began leaving his elegant sentences unfinished and slapping himself
indecisively on the knee" (69). The forcing of elegant words left Gatsby speechless,
finishing many of his sentences with the slapping of his knee.
As the conversation progresses, Gatsby begins to hurry many of his phrases,
allowing his articulation to falter. The slurring and mumbling of certain words
taint the fa<;:ade Gatsby was trying to create. "He looked at me sideways-and I
knew why Jordan Baker had believed he was lying. He hurried the phrase 'educated
at Oxford,' or swallowed it or choked on it as though it had bothered him before.
And with this doubt his whole statement fell to pieces and I wondered if th ere
wasn't something a little sinister about him after all" (69).
With doubts already entering the mind of the narrator, Gatsby's raw and
estranged accent serves only to reinforce these thoughts as Jay continually uses
obsolete phrases. In so doing, the worst mistake of elocution is made-the misuse
of "expressions which are not current in society" (Kleiser 38). Nick writes, "With
an effort I managed to restrain my incredulous laughter. The very phrases were
worn so threadbare that they evoked no image except that of a turbaned 'character'
leaking sawdust at every pore as he pursued a tiger through the Bois de Boulogne"
(Fitzgerald 70) .
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Fitzgerald proves to the audience char even the most self-disciplined young
man could nor break the language barrier char society had created. Even though
Gatsby dedicated years to rhe study of elocution, he simply could nor master the
language of the established upper class.
Questions then arise. Why wasn't Jay Gatsby successful in his attempt to enter
the elite upper class? What makes old money elocution so difficult to perfect? The
answer is simple. Just as language is learned by children through imitation, so is
the elocution and expression caught by example. Elsie Fogerty in her book Speech
Craft proves this point perfectly:
If we come from a very small place which has been a good deal cut off from the
rest of the country, we may have kept peculiar terms of speech, peculiar movements,
even words which are not in ge neral use. When we go out into the world [... l
people who hear us speak will not chink about what we are saying, they will be
listening on ly to the curious way in which we say it. (5)

Therefore it is a matter of accident "whether we speak well or badly" (Fogerty
4). As one grows in his environment, the patterns of speech and expression are
unconsciously ingrained into our being. Though one may learn new elocution,
there may still reside an unnatural accent revealing one's true origin. To achieve
perfect expression, one must be born and bred. "In the conversation of well-bred
chi ldren we find the most interesting and helpful illustrations of unaffected
speech. The exquisite modulation of the voice, the unstudied correctness of
emphasis, and the sincerity and depth of feeling might serve as a model for older
speakers" (Kleiser 94).
This sarurarion of elocution in the I 920s created social barriers, which
secured and solidified the old money as the nation's elite. With the increase in
technology, this long-established upper class increased their visibility, personal
interactions, and set the standard for successful self-expression. Though many
individuals became wealthy, they could not break the linguistic barrier. For example,
Jay Gatsby accumulated money, bur his rough-neck accent prohibited acceptance
among the old money. Whether a wandering gesture, unnatural phrasing, or poor
word choice, "what you are prevents me from hearing what you say" (Kleiser 66).
The elocution expert Fogerty summarized chis philosophy best: "By your use of
the living word men will know whence you have come" (112). And that it did.
Daisy's voice was "full of money" (Fitzgerald 127), while Gatsby's hollowed
elocution ended where it began, in the humble dusts of the earth.
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The "Gentle Doubter" and
the Courageous Unbeliever:
Influence of

M,-JJ on the Floss

on

My Antonia
Sarah Bylund

I have not much faith in women in fiction. They have a sort of sex consciousness
that is abominable. They are so limited to one sering and they lie so about chat.
They are so few, the ones who really did anything worth while; there were the
great Georges, George Eliot and Geo rge Sand, and they were anything but
women. -Willa Cacher (Lee 12)

W

illa Cather was painfully aware that in the vast span of history, only a few
women actually managed to write something of substantial worth. Cather,
intensely impressed by Eliot, often focused on the struggles of women in a maleordered society, and specific elements in Cather's writings on this theme point
directly to a link between her and Eliot. ln particular, My Antonia (hereafter lvfA)
bears the marks of this influence in its overwhelming resemblance to Eliot's The
Mill on the Floss (MF). "Of all George Eliot's masterpieces," Cather says ardently,
"give me that one in which she touched the hearts of the people, The Mill on the
Floss" ( World and the Parish 362). Since Eliot is one of her favorite female authors,
and MF is her favorite Eliot novel, it is unlikely that the abundant similarities are
simply coincidental. D espi te the superficial differences-while MF is set in the
well-established British town of St. Ogg's populated by proper Victorian families,
lv1A takes place in the wilds of an untamed Nebraska where tattooed, roaming
desperadoes sometimes work as farmhands-the parallels between the novels are
too striking to ignore. Eliot's influence on Cather is apparent in the heroines'
strongly similar relationships with fathers, brothers, and childhood friends , in
their shared appearances and intense natures, in their thirst for learning, in their
comparable periods of renunciation, and in their becoming fallen women. Tony,
however, is less affected by society's opinion than Maggie is, and Cather bravely
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redeems Tony from her fallen status, allowing her to live and prosper, whereas Elior
avoids being too overt in her challenge of societal norms by ending Maggie's life
directly after her fall.
Both heroines are clearly "Daddy's girls," though Maggie's father is less
appreciative of her intellect than Mr. Shimerda is of Tony's mind. For example,
Mr. Tulliver is furious when he finds our that his wife and son "ler" his "littl e
wench" run away. Displaying his favoritism, he says to Maggie, "Yo u mustn't
think o' running away from father. Whar'ud father do without his little wench?"
(Eliot 97). After falling into shock-induced delirium, he recognizes only Maggie,
who is very protective of and worried about him . Yer his per nam e for her is birrersweet. As Elizabeth Ermarth of Dartmouth College relates, "Although Maggie is
[his] favorite child, he deplores her acuteness" (589). He remarks rhar "an over'cure woman's no better nor a long-railed sheep-she'll fetch none the bigger price
for thar" (Eliot 12).
In MA, Tony and her father are also very close. More than once she tells Jim
why she admires her father. "My father," she says proudly "went much to school.
[... ] He play horn and violin, and he read so many books that the priest in
Bohemie come to talk to him" (Cather 95). Then, she too comes ro worry about
her father's scare of mind. Another parallel arises in that "she was the only one of
his family who could rouse the old man from the torpor in which he seemed to
live" (36) . Mr. Tulliver contrasts with Mr. Shimerda, who values his daughter's
intelligence. Handing Jim's grandmother a book with the English alphabet and
"look[ing] at her entreatingly," Jim says, "with an earnestness which I shall never
forget," the old man pleads, "te-e-ach, te-e-ach my A.n-tonia!" (26). Notably, both
fathers violently self-destruct. A strong father-daughter bond is a basic them e in
both novels and suggests Cather's connection to Eliot.
More important to rhe plot of each novel, the heroines are distressingly loyal
to their harsh brothers. Tom, like a good brother, happily anticipates Maggie's joy
in seeing the fishing gear he has brought for her; yet when he finds that she has let
his rabbits starve, he says cruelly, "I don't love you, Maggie" (21). Being "a lad of
honour" (33), he is "never" wrong, bur plans to always "punish [Maggie] when she
did wrong" (35). How loving! Of course, Tom does have his moments, as when he
coaxes her to eat some pudding after she has cur her hair. Yet even when they reach
adulthood, if she wants him to love her, she still has to abide by his terms: "I wish
to be as good a brother to you as you will let me" (319). Tied tightly to Tom
throughout her life, Maggie always thinks, "What was the use of anything, if
Tom didn't love her? " (32). As a young woman, Maggie will not marry Philip
since Tom threatens to disown her. Thus, "her need for love," Ermarth says, "is a
morbid dependency, and Tom uses it to master her" (593). In Cather's opinion,
"of all the blows struck at her when she came back to St. Ogg's," Tom's disowning
her "went home the deepest" ( WP 364). Enraged at Maggie's "elopement" with
Stephen, Tom coldly rejects her without mercy: "I wash my hands of you for ever.
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You don't belong to me" (392). Ca ther actually defends Eliot fiercel y from
those who criticize Maggi e's abject dependence on Tom, saying people simply
can't co mpreh end
the love th at sometimes ex ists betwee n a brother and sister, a boy and a girl
who have laughed and so rrowed and learned the world together from th e first, who
have entered into each other's lives and minds more completely than ever man or
woman can again. ( WP 363)

Displaying her high admiration for Eliot's skill in creating Maggie and Tom,
Cacher wrote, "no one else has ever been so successful in painting chat strongest
and most satisfactory relation of hum an life"' ( WP 363). With chis in mind,
Cather's representation of Tony and Ambrosch's relationship is more meaningful.
Almost like Tom's long-lost twin , Ambrosch is not only "a worker, " but "he's
a mean one" (62). With a sort of fawning loyalty reminiscent of Maggie's own
tendencies, th e young Tony continues to look up to her brother, in spite of his
harshness. For example, Jim remarks unhappily chat she "often quoted his opinions
to me, and she let me see chat she admired him , while she thought of me only as
a little boy" (97). Sure, Tony does prove her worth by plowing alongside him and
working as a hired hand; but Ambrosch remains in control by keeping her wages.
Just as Tom lords over Maggie's heart, Ambrosch , according to Jim, "seemed to
direct the feelings as well as the fortunes of his women-folk" (97).
Like Tom, Ambrosch is capable of kind acts, but only on his own terms.
When Tony is preparing to be married properly, he gives her $300 of her own
money and buys her a nice sec of silver. It seems he, like Tom , might also be celling
his sister, "I wish to be as good a brother to you as you will let me" (Eliot 319).
Ultimately, Jim is less important to Tony than Ambrosch is, just as Maggie cherishes
Tom more than anyone else. This is especially apparent in an incident chat occurs
during Tony's teenage years. She turns against Jim and Jake to take Ambrosch's side
in an argument about a borrowed horse collar, although he is in the wrong.
Showing her deep alliance with her brother, Tony yells childishly, "I never like
you no more, Jake and Jim Burden! [... ] No friends any more! " (Cacher 99).
Unsurprisingly, when Ambrosch discovers Tony has given birch to an illegitimate
child, he is "much like devil, " according to his mother (Cacher 234). In addition,
he even has the nerve to mutter half-seriously in regard to the baby, "You'd better
put it out in the rain-barrel" (234). As we have seen, Tom isn't one whit happier
when he hears of Maggie's scandalous actions. Of course, Ambrosch doesn't disown
Tony, as Tom does Maggie. Yet when Tony returns, he works her mercilessly. Jim
confronts Ambrosch for working her so hard, but Ambrosch again reveals his
unbending harshness, saying nastily, "If you put that in her head, you better stay
hom e" (233). Thus, Tony has "seeded down to be Ambrosch's drudge for good"
(22 1) , showing char even in her lacer life, she feels unavoidably tied to him , just as
Maggie immediately goes to Tom after returning to Sc. Ogg's. Instead of supplying
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Tony with a totally benevolent brother, Cather creates a brother-s ister duo that
mirrors Eliot's Maggie and Tom, two characters that captivated her.
A very interesting parallel exists between Philip and Jim , who both become
gentler versions of the heroines' brothers, though each desires to be more than
friends. Having met Philip when she is young, Maggie only sees him as someone
who was kind to her sick brother, not as a possible lover. The deformed, lonely
Philip, noticing her fierce love for Tom, asks beseechingly, "[I]f you had had a
brother like me, do you think you should have loved him as well as Tom?" (Eliot
153). Maggie herself recognizes he would be a better brother. For example, in the
Red Deeps, as Philip protests against her self-renunciation, she says emotionally,
"What a dear, good brother you would have been .... I think you would have
made as much fuss about me, and been as pleased for me to love you, as would
have satisfied even me" (267). Also, she has fixed him so firmly in the role of
brother that she is totally astonished when he confesses that he wants to be more
than just friends: "l am so surprised, Philip-I had not thought of it" (272).
ln comparison, Jim is the one who becomes Tony's best friend, not the hardnosed Ambrosch. Tony continues to see Jim only as a friend or brother because she
and Jim grew up together. Like Philip and Maggie, they have known each other
since childhood. In discussing why Tony and Jim are never romantic, John Murphy,
a professor at Brigham Young University, suggests another factor: "Jim is three years
younger than Antonia, a significant difference in age" and so "Jim is regarded by
Antonia as a child" most of the time (l 50). But Jim , like Philip, wants more. He
dreams always of Lena walking through a field of stubble, sitting beside him , and
saying, "Now they are all gone, and I can kiss you as much as I like" and he wants
to "have this flattering dream about Antonia, but [he] never did" (Cather 169).
Like Maggie's reaction to Philip's confession of love, Tony is completely taken off
guard when Jim kisses her passionately. Of course, Maggie tries nobly to nurture
romantic feelings for Philip, while Tony utterly rejects Jim's advances, exclaiming,
"Why Jim! You know you ain't right to kiss me like that" (167). Ruefully, Jim
replies, "you'll always treat me like a kid, I suppose" (168). Still, the connection
between Tony and Jim runs deep, just as it does with Maggie and Philip. For
example, Maggie says of Philip that "no one else could be quite what he is to me"
(Eliot 355); and when Jim tells Tony, "you influence my likes and dislikes, all my
tastes, hundreds of times, when I don't realize it" because "you really are a part of
me, " Tony gushes in amazement, "Ain't it wonderful , Jim, how much people can
mean to each other? I'm so glad we had each other when we were little" (Cather
237). The similarities, then , between Philip and Jim are quite significant.
Interestingly, both heroines are seen as muses. In an article devoted to exploring
Maggie's role as Philip's muse, John Levay points our that Philip himself asks,
"Wouldn't you really like to be a tenth Muse, then, Maggie?" (Eliot 270). Her
influence as a muse, in Levay's opinion, is obvious in the letter (or we could say,
the ode) he writes to Maggie. Philip says she has brought him , in his words, "a new
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life, " and her "gift of transferred life" is "a new power" to him (71-72). Similarly,
MA becomes Jim's ode to Tony's powers of inspiration. In speaking of all the hired
girls' vibrancy, Jim says, " lf there were no girls like them in the world, there would
be no poetry" (Cather 202). He takes care to quote Virgil: "for I shall be the first,
if I live, to bring the Muse into my country" (197), indicating he wishes to be the
poet with Tony as his muse. He even "claims" her by placing "my" in front of her
name in the title. The similar roles of Maggie and Tony as muses are further evidence
of Eliot's influence on Cacher.
Bursting with imagination, Maggie and especially Tony are also storytellers.
Maggie has an aptitude for spinning stories. Filling her father with "petrifying
wonder," she tells Mr. Riley about the blacksmith who is really Satan in Defoe's
The History of the Devil, only to have Mr. Riley sneer that she should read "prettier
books" (Eliot 16- 17) . Also, she conceives this grand vision of living with gypsies
as their queen, thinking wildly that "everything would be quite charming when
she had caught the gypsies to use a washing-basin , and to feel an interest in
books" (91). To Tom, though, all her imaginative ramblings are nonsense and he
condescendingly says she is "such a silly" (3 I). But through chis imagination, John
Bushnell writes, Maggie, as the narrator says, is trying to "give her soul a sense of
home" in an unsure world (385).
Tony is greatly imaginative as well and in her stories she also tries to make hers
and ochers' belonging in the world more sure. For instance, after Jim manages to
kill a huge, yet sluggish , snake, she dramatizes the incident with artistic fervor:
"[The snake] fight something awful! He is all over Jimmy's boots. I scream for him
to run, but he just hit and hit that snake like he was crazy" (Cather 42). In her
study of Tony's stories, Evelyn Funda argues that Tony displays her talent by later
embellishing the story to create "a legend" which is "meant to convince everyoneJim, as well-that he is deserving of their respect and acceptance" (199). Also,
Tony's imaginative talents are so potent that, in regard to her stories of Bohemian
Christmases, Nina Harling "cherish[es] a belief that Christ was born in Bohemia
a short time before the Shimerdas left that country" (Cather 133). All in all,
Cather, beyond making Jim the narrator, doesn't hesitate to create a storyteller
possessing the grand skills that Maggie never has the chance to fully develop. For,
Maggie's desire to pursue her inventive powers is greatly stunted by the practical
Tom and men like Mr. Riley; but most everyone in Black Hawk is at least openminded enough to appreciate Tony's potent storytelling talents.
Importantly, both Maggie and Tony are portrayed as, according to societal
norms, less-than-ideal with respect to their physical appearances. Flying in the face
of tradition, Eliot creates a young heroine whose hair is forever unruly and straight
and whose skin is a "dreadful" nut-brown color. We learn that "Maggie always
looked twice as dark as usual when she was by the side of Lucy" (52), who is, of
course, Maggie's foil. Moreover, we find out that "the contrast" between them is
like that "between a rough, dark, overgrown puppy and a white kitten" (52). Both
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puppies and kittens are lovable, but the neat, white kitten is favored. Naturally,
Mrs. Tulliver forever wishes Maggie could posses Lucy's "classic" beauty, lamentin g
chat Maggie's "hair won't curl all I can do with it" and whining that "it seems hard
as my sister Deane should have chat pretty child" (12).
Even in her lacer years, at age seventeen, her "dark colouring and jet crown
surmounting her call figure" contrast starkly with the typically petite, fair-skinned ,
and light-haired heroine. In fact, "she seems co have a sort of kinship with the
grand Scotch firs" (243). Since "witchcraft, " according to Nina Auerbach , " is
traditionally linked to tree worship" (162), Maggie's appearance remains "defective.,.
Aware chat such "darkness" as hers is undesirable (and indicative of a wicked
nature) , Maggie tells Philip why she won't finish reading Corinne:
As soon as I came to the blond-haired yo ung lad y readin g in the park, I shut it
up. [... ] I foresaw that that light-compl exioned girl would win away all the love
from Corinne and make her miserable. I'm determined to read no more books
where the blond-haired women carry away all the happiness f... ]. If you could
give me a story, now, where th e dark woman triumph s, it would restore the
balance. I want to avenge Rebecca and Flora Macivor, and Minna and all the rest
of the dark, unhappy ones. (270)

Tony's most noticeable physical characteristics can almost be substituted with
Maggie's. Never depicted in terms of delicate femininity, Tony stands out as very
different. In describing Tony as a child, Jim says fondly chat "her skin was brown,"
"in her cheeks she had a glow of rich, dark colour," and "her brown hair was curly
and wild-looking" (24). Except for her curly hair, Tony possesses the same traits
chat cause Maggie to seem less-than-desirable. As she grows, Tony, again like
Maggie, does not become a slender, slight young woman with a light complexion.
At the age of fifteen, Tony has grown into a call, tanned, strong woman , which is
somewhat astonishing even co Jim. Painting a picture for us , he observes warmly
chat Tony's "neck came up strongly out of her shoulders, like a bole of a tree out
of the turf" (93). And as she works in the field, she can't help but grow darker in
skin-cone. Hence, neither Maggie nor Tony has the beauty of the stereotypical
heroine, who is of average height with lily-hued skin and manageable , light hair.
This leads to another interesting parallel: both heroines exhibit rough ,
unmannered ways, which further distance them from society's approval; yet
Cather's Tony cares less about this approval than Eliot's Maggie does. We know
Maggie loves co roam beside the Floss "like a wild thing" (12) , and because she is
so keen on moving about freely, she never keeps herself or her clothes looking neat.
"How to keep her in a clean pinafore," her bewildered mother confesses, "passes
my cunning" (12). Lucy's manners are, of course, unlike Maggie's because, says
Mrs. Tulliver, "you may set [Lucy] on a stool and there she'll sit for an hour
together, and never offer co gee off" (37). For instance, during a visit co the
Deanes', Maggie is so thrilled by her uncle's musical snuff box chat she rushes to
hug Tom, causing him to spill his wine. Instantly, three adults scold her; from her
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mother she hears, "Why don't you sit still, Maggie?" and from Aunt Pullet, "Little
gells mustn't come to see me if they behave in that way, " and lastly her uncle
remarks, "Why, you're too rough, little miss. " This has a huge impact on Maggie:
the music is "chased out of her soul" and "seven small demons" cake its place (79).
As Ermarth deftly sums up this issue, "Maggie's physical characteristics-her
unruly hair, her unruly manners, her physical robustness as a young woman-all
inap propriate for a Dodson girl , generally convince her relations chat she is
a 'mistake of nature"' (587). With society always trying to box her in , no wonder
her passion explodes as Tom ignores her in favor of Lucy, the perfect one-the
result is a very muddy Lucy. Responding to society's maddening preference for
such kitten-like women, Cather comments warmly on poor Maggie's "inferiority":
And haven't we all had prerry prim little cousins like Lucy Deane, whose hair
curled naturally, and who were always near when we were dirry, and mannerly
when we were rude, and who never tore their frocks nor dropped their fork at rh e
table ... ? And haven't we all just ached to push these immaculate cherubs into
rhe mud-just as Maggie did? ( WP 363).

Of course, in her teenage years, Maggie enjoys taking long, un-chaperoned walks,
but she suppresses her rambunctiousness as an act of submission to help her cope with
her family's poverty. For example, she decides to earn money for her family
through learning "plain sewing" (239), which requires her to sit for long periods
of time. This is something Lucy would never have a problem with, but it would
be unbearable for the youthful Maggie. Also, she no longer ruins her clothes.
Mrs. Tulliver even marvels chat "Maggie should be 'growing up so good" (240).
However, Tony, as we shall see, actually grows more unladylike in her adolescent
years.
Considering Cather's objection to such willy-nilly perfection as Lucy's, and
considering chat Cather was a tomboy herself, it is far from surprising that her
character Tony, like Maggie, is restless and active. As an energetic child, Tony
wanders with Jim on the untamed prairie. On one occasion, Jim says of Tony and
her sister that "the great fresh open, after the stupefying warmth indoors, made
chem behave like wild things" (52). Of necessity, in her adolescent years, Tony
undertakes the strenuous work of plowing in the fields. She revels in the opportunity,
although Black Hawk society shakes its head in dismay. In contrast to Maggie,
Tony doesn't cry to conform to society's wishes in her later years, nor does she
concern herself with what people think. Confessing her unabashed love for her
atypical role, she has Jim feel her strong muscles after saying defiantly, "Oh,
better I like to work out-of-doors than in a house," and "I not care that your
grandmother say is makes me like a man. I like to be like a man" (Cacher 105).
This seems to make even Jim uneasy: "She was too proud of her strength. I knew,
too, chat Ambrosch put upon her some chores a girl ought not to do, and that the
farm-hands around the country joked in a nasty way about it" (96). Jim also
observes chat by age fifteen , she "ate so noisily now, like a man" (95). Not only
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does she eat, work, and tan like a hard-workin g man , but she frees herself from
women's clothing, something th e young bonn et-hating, pin afore- rumplin g
Maggie would have loved to do. Thus, Cather scu lpts a character whose unladylike ways strongly mirror Maggie's; however, Ca ther's Tony is less affected by
society's opinions, and her manly roughness only intensifies as she grows older
while Maggie suppresses her outward robustness indefinitely.
The town tries to re-feminize Tony through scolding, just as everyone tries to
"cure" Maggie of her boyish, untidy ways. For exa mple, Jim observes th at his
grandmother "saved her" from again being hired out "like a man" (111). As proof
of society's prejudice towards women like Tony, Jim angrily relates that all the
hired girls are "considered a menace to the social order" (15 I ). This is because
"physical exercise was thought rath er inelegant for the daughters of well-to-do
families" (149). Jim states haughtily th at "when one danced with them, their
bodies never moved inside their clothes; their muscles seem to ask but one thingnot to be disturbed" (1 49-50). Yet even when Tony becomes a house servant, she
doesn't try to hide or lose her vibrant robustness. Full of energy comparable to the
younger Maggie, Tony shows she is the exact antithesis of proper Black Hawk
women by participating in rollicking dances. "When you spun out onto the floor
with Tony," Jim says happily, "you didn't return to anything. You set out every time
upon a new adventure" (167) . When Mrs. H arling demands th at she eith er avo id
the dances or find other employment, Tony declares boldl y, "I wouldn't think of it
for a minute! M y own father couldn't make me stop!" (I 55) . Thus, Tony resists
conforming to the norm of feminine inactivity in order to receive approval,
unlike Maggie.
Their deeply passionate, rebellious natures are too closely related to overlook,
especially in their comparable passion for music; but, here agai n, while Maggie
often feels ashamed of her actions, Tony typically doesn't. One passage that illustrates
Maggie's fiery tendencies begins with her "heavy disappointment" of being forbidden
to go with her father to bring Tom home from school because the dampness outside
would ruin her bonnet. C rushed at missing out for such a silly reason, she "suddenly
rushed from under her [mother's] hands and dipped her head in a basin of water
standing near-in a vindictive determination th at there should be no more chance
of curls that day" (Eliot 24). One day Maggie cuts off her hair in a fit of passion,
thinking this will help people see her intellect more clearly. After this act, she feels
"a sense of clearness and freedom, as if she h ad emerged from a wood into the open
plain" (55). Of course, after this brief joy, she is humiliated when Tom begins to
laugh , because ifTom thinks her silly, "of course everyone else would" (56) . Since
her passionate impulses are always met with disapproval , the love-hungry Maggie
usually regrets her actions.
Impulsively passionate herself, Tony is again very much like M aggie; however,
Cather never has Jim tell us that Tony agonizes over what he or society thinks of
her passionate nature or her manliness. This passion is manifested by her willingness
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ro put eve ry bit of her strength inro helping her family, and by her ability ro rise
above the bleakness of penury. As a child living in extreme poverty, Tony is "always
ready ro forget [her] troubles at home, and to run away with me over the prairie,
scaring rabbits or starring up flocks of quail" (Cather 30). Rather than whining,
she relishes fighting with her brother "about which of them had done more plowing
that day" (95). In her book about Cather's reworking of the American dream , Sally
Peltier Harvey astutely sums up Tony's passionately unabashed self-actualization:
[Antonia] is a poor immigrant and a woman in a world of narrowly defined roles
for women. Bur throughout the novel, she still 'tries on' various selves, and makes
choices chat exte nd her limits. She establishes more control over her own destiny
than one might think possible in turn-of-the-century Nebraska. (52-53)

Hence, we see how Tony is both like and unlike Maggie, for although Maggie acts
passionately, she is forever "frightened lest she had been doing something wrong,
as usual" (Eliot 35) and is "always wishing she had done something different" (45).
Because of Maggie's "hunger of the heart" (Eliot 34), she "responds by becoming
self-effacing and dependent, " Ermarrh explains (592). Here we see how Cather's
Tony becomes overall more independent of society than Maggie. In time,
though, these heroines' passionate, impulsive temperaments contribute to their
comparab le downfalls.
Music becomes a powerful indicator of these characters' intense natures. In his
study of music in MF, William Sullivan refers us to the narrator's comment char
Maggie's "sensibility to the supreme excitement of music was only one form of
chat passionate sensibility which belonged to her whole nature" (233). In a
moment chat speaks of music's effect on her soul, she begs Philip to sing for her
and then covers her face with her hands so nothing will distract her. Hence,
Maggie's response to music highlights her spirited nature. Tony's response to music
is very similar. As a child, she begs her depressed father to play his violin. In talking
about music in MA, Richard Giannone observes deftly chat a love for music
"implies a spirited and sensitive nature" (113). After Jim and Tony dance to the
jubilant piano playing of Blind d'Arnault, Giannone states, "the excitement" is
"strong enough to keep [them] stirred up for some time afterward" (119). Jim says
chey "lingered a long while at the Harling's gate, whispering in the cold until the
resclessness was slowly chilled out of us" (Cacher 145). It is quite interesting chat
Cacher, like Eliot, would use music as a metaphor for her heroine's passionate nature.
Perhaps the most subversive and vital quality chat Maggie and Tony share,
however, is their "unwomanly" intelligence and their persistent thirst for education, which is thwarted in various ways. First of all, Maggie adores books. Bob
is a "knight in armor" rescuing a "dark-eyed maiden" (Eliot 233) when he brings
her such bound treasures; and so is Philip, albeit he is a "tempter" in chis as well.
Yee Maggie is denied a real , classical education, because she is only a girl. In her
study of three female authors' responses to Victorian patriarchy, Dierdre David
wisely observes chat Maggie's treatment of her doll clearly shows the burden of
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intelligence. "The humiliated and enraged child," David notes, "punishes the head
of the doll as she is punished for her own 'head, ' for her own acute intelligence"
(219). Naturally, she is proud of herself for being interested in Latin which "Tom
had said no girls could learn" (Eliot 123). Bur Mr. Stelling arrogantly puts her in
her place: "[Women] can pick up a little of everything," he says, and "they've a
great deal of superficial cleverness; bur they couldn't go far into anything. They're
quick and shallow" (126). Bur as a young woman, she thinks co herself chat "if she
had been caught 'real learning and wisdom, such as great men knew, "' instead of
a smattering of this and chat, "she thought she should have held the secrets of life"
and thus find "some key char would enable her to understand [. . .] and endure the
heavy weight char had fallen on her young heart" (234). Still, all she receives is
rime in a "chi rd-rate schoolroom" (311 ). Benumbed by exclusion, she remains
unprepared co face a harsh world. Because Maggie's life has "been filled with so
eager a life in the triple world of Realiry, Books, and Waking Dreams, [she] was
strangely old for her years in everything except in her entire want of prudence and
self-command" (225).
Especially in this respect, Tony is very much like Maggie. She has an acute
mind and thirst for learning; moreover, she coo becomes thwarted in her educational pursuits (though for different reasons), growing "strangely old," lacking the
knowledge co battle the world. In describing her as a child, Jake says "she's as
bright as a new dollar" (Cather 10), a description which fits Maggie as well. When
Jim first meets Tony, he can see that "her eyes [were] fairly blazing with things she
could not say" (25). During this meeting, she at once begins motioning for Jim to
teach her words. Showing the value she attributes co this newfound knowledge,
she even offers Jim her ring but he misunderstands her motives, chinking she is
"reckless" (26).
Later on, she tries co hide the horrible anguish of being obligated to forgo
school, showing she also feels the burden of intellect that Maggie feels, albeit for a
different reason. When Jim aks if Tony will attend school next term , she says with
forced unconcern, "I ain't got time co learn. I can work like a mans now. My
mother can't say no more how Ambrosch do all and nobody to help him [... ].
School is all right for little boys" (94). A few shore moments later, however, Jim
sees she is crying. After several minutes of meditation, she takes his hand imploringly
and whispers urgently, "Sometime you will cell me all chose nice things you learn
at the school, won't you Jimmy?" (94- 95).
However, the scene char is most celling ofTony's appreciation and yearning for
what Maggie sees as "real learning and wisdom, " is char of Jim's high school
graduation speech. Hunting Jim down after he speaks, Tony cannot praise him
enough: "Oh, Jim , it was splendid! [.. .] There ain't a lawyer in Black Hawk
could make a speech like char." We find our from Jim that she is "breathing hard,
as she always did when her feelings outran her language" (172). Associating great
learning with her father, Tony impulsively grasps Jim's coat lapels and exclaims,
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"There was something in your speech that made me think so about my papa!"
(173). When Jim says he dedicated his oration to Mr. Shimerda, she bursts into
tears, grateful for the dedication and for Jim's success, yet sorrowful for her own
lost opportunities. Sadly, like Maggie, her hard life and patchy education leave her
vulnerable. The thwarted intellects of Maggie and Tony are vital similarities, because
both Eliot and Cather felt the need to champion the widening of educational
opportunities for women. Interestingly, though Tony could have attended a school
that was less sexist than those in Victorian England, she is ultimately unable to do so.
For one reason or another, Maggie and Tony endure periods of self-renunciation.
In Maggie's case, she attempts to renounce all desire in order to deal with the
bleakness of her impoverished family. Because her family is desperately poor, Tony
feels pushed to roil on the farm instead of attending school so that her mother can't
claim her brother does everything by himself. Both heroines gain a type of sustaining
joy from these renunciations. However, Maggie is sustained by a sort of suicidal joy
at renouncing her desires, while Tony's joy in her physical work is more positive.
For example, Philip deplores Maggie's renunciation, calling it a "long suicide"
(Eliot 268) and telling her "you are shutting yourself up in a narrow self-delusive
fanaticism; which is only a way of escaping pain by starving into dullness" the
"highest powers" of her soul (266). Thinking she is usually wrong, Maggie, as
Ermarth explains, "develop[s] a fatal sense of the sweetness of submission" (594)
which is a "negative peace" (Eliot 311 ). In contrast, we have seen chat Tony
genuinely enjoys being manly. Yet she too suffers and is reduced to tears when she
contemplates her inability to attend school. Though Tony's submission is not as
suicidal as Maggie's, it takes a roll, especially in contributing to her downfall. Just
as Maggie's self-imposed starvation explodes into a "savage appetite" (268) for
excess when she visits Lucy, Tony's long-term lack of intellectual and cultural
stimulation leads her to an overindulgence in music and to her eventual ruin.
At length, Maggie and Tony's fragmented educations and fiery, impulsive
natures combined with their long suppression of a hunger for "the greatest and
best things on this earth" (235), lead to their downfall because they are naturally
too innocent and starved to withstand the world's barrage. If Maggie hadn't been
so used to being "wrong," had gotten a firm educational foundation, and hadn't
subjected herself to a long period of self-imprisonment, she would have been far
less entranced by Stephen's strength and chivalrous charm. Kathleen McCormack
takes up this line of thinking by emphasizing Eliot's agreement with Mary
Wollstonecraft, who wrote chat uneducated women are doomed to be "systematically
degraded by receiving the trivial attentions," namely chivalry, "which men chink it
manly to pay to the sex"-attentions which are actually just shoring up a man's
superiority complex (606). McCormack points to the scene in MF where, after
Stephen rushes to give Maggie a footstool, she "found her keen appetite for
homage quite fresh" (Eliot 339). "The implication here that a decent education
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might allow Maggie to keep gallantry in perspective," McCormack argues, "links
her susceptibility to Stephen to her brain-numbing experience at school" (GOG).
Also, as Ermarth observes, Maggi e is so "used to treatment that is indifferent
and pre-emptive" that she is "at the mercy of such flattery" as Stephen provides
(598). In addition, she is so tired of trying to fit into the world, that when she is
floating away with Stephen, she almost wishes "chat the tide was doing it all-that
she might glide along with the swift, silent stream , and not struggle any more"
(Eliot 377). In straining after a classical education which she never receives, and
then in trying to subdue her desires to become more resigned to her lot in life,
Maggie becomes unable (and a little unwilling) to fight any more. Thus, Maggie
can't resist Stephen any more than she can keep herself from enjoying music with
"emotion that seemed to make her at once strong and weak: strong for all enjoyment,
weak for all resistance" (Eliot 337).
Indeed, just as Maggie is unable to resist the "spiritual intoxication" (Sullivan
242) she finds while at Lucy's, Tony is easily intoxicated by the musical activity of
dancing after so long a "drought" of enjoyment and impulsively propels herself
toward troubled waters. Working in the silent fields day in and day out, Tony is
starved for cultural experiences, and music speaks most powerfully to her soul. At
Lucy's, Maggie's longings awaken after a long slumber, and while at the Harling's,
Tony's passion is again reawakened by piano playing and dancing at the Vanis's
tent. But all too soon, the dances become an obsession. In Jim's words, she
"hum [s] dance tunes all day" and breaks dishes in anticipation of the nightly
dances. Moreover, "at the first call of the music, she became irresponsible. If she
hadn't time to dress, she merely flung off her apron and shot out of the kitchen
door" (154). Now, after Tony slaps an engaged youth for kissing her, Mrs . Harling
demands that she stop going to the dances or find a new place to work-we
already know her bold answer. Recognizing why she can't restrain herself, Tony
says "something" has come over her and "a girl like me has got to take her good
times when she can" (156). As Richard Giannone relates, "sudden freedom and
pleasure carry Antonia away, as first great pleasures can" (120) .
With this impulsive act, she takes a position at the Cutters and is nearly raped.
Later, she succumbs to Larry Donovan's pseudo-gallantry. By appealing to Tony's
sympathetic nature and lavishing her with "special" attention, as Stephen does
with Maggie, Larry wins over the naive, big-hearted, and undereducated Tony.
Larry's "unappreciated worth, " Jim says with loathing, is "the tender secret Larry
shared with his sweethearts, and he was always able to make some foolish heart
ache over it" (Cather 226). Talking about how Tony falls for the sly Larry, Lena
tells Jim chat "she's so sort of innocent" (200) and the town laughs at Tony's
worship of this rogue "because she was never a girl to be soft." Unfortunately, her
ever-tender heart combined with years of hardship and a sudden re-involvement in
a musical "education" renders Tony too soft to see through his misleading attentions.
As we have seen, Maggie encounters practically the same dangers. After Larry
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leaves her, Tony herself admits that her overreliance on her heart-and by extension,
a lack of a firm educational base-is her biggest fault: "The trouble with me was,
Jim, I never could believe harm of anybody I loved" (252). Perhaps it seems too
big of a jump to say that if Tony and Maggie had received the education they
crave, they wouldn't have become fallen women; yet, as McCormack hints,
hopefully, an educated person would be more self-reliant and not totally ruled by
a heart too easily swayed by anyone who appealed to its softness.
Although both heroines are ashamed after their misguided romances, Tony
recovers her dignity, showing that Cather felt confident enough to rework the face
of the fallen woman, whereas Eliot knew that such outright radicalism wouldn't
work in her day. Weighed down by a guilty conscience, Maggie will not marry
Stephen. Also, her decision to stay in town is more a symptom of despair than a
defiance of society: "I have no heart to begin a strange life again," she admits (Eliot
402). Tony also feels great shame. After returning, "she never went anywhere"
(Cather 232), not even to see a dentist when her teeth begin to ulcerate. In truth,
Tony falls much farther than Maggie, but Sr. Ogg's probably wouldn't have been
able to muster any more scorn for Maggie even if she had come back unmarried
and pregnant.
With the birch of her baby, Martha, Tony instantly finds the courage to fight
her way back to respectability, not caring what people think. Marilyn Aronson, in
discussing Cather's heroines, underscores chis point, saying Tony "gains a new
sense of purpose" (11) . The best evidence of chis, Aronson states, is when Tony
confidently tells Jim that 'Tm going to see that my little girl has a better chance
than ever I had. " Unabashed, she displays Martha's photo "in a great gilt frame" in
the photographer's shop, though a more typical woman "would have kept her baby
out of sight" (Cather 225). Tony also lives to find an educated, compassionate
husband, and she happily raises a large family on a flourishing farm.
Maggie never finds any such thing to rebuild her life-she perishes before she
has the chance of doing much of anything. The debate over the end of MF is one
that never seems to go away. Bue why? Perhaps no one explains it better than
Dierdre David, who says Eliot's own life "leads us to expect more from her than
we do from other Victorian women intellectuals," and as a result, "we unfairly and
irrationally [. . . ] expect Eliot's learning, intelligence, and success to make her
extra-resistant to her male-dominated culcure" (164). As Gilbert and Gubar
explain , most early women writers were forced to ascribe to Emily Dickinson's
counsel to "Tell all the Truth bur tell it slant," in that they created literary "works
whose surface designs conceal or obscure deeper, less accessible (and less socially
acceptable) levels of meaning" (73). Susan Gorsky calls such writers "gentle
doubters" since "outright rejections of the traditional roles of woman or the
received picture of the heroine are rare" (29).
The ending of MF is gently subversive because "the ending destabilizes
the Victorian conventions that the 'dark,' passionate woman must die, by breaking
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the realistic convention that such a death must not seem culturally imposed , but
be a natural result of wrongdoing" because then society's crushing conventions can
masquerade as God-given and thus indisputable (Wasserman 267). "We should
remember," Bushnell cautions, "that it is not the river that kills [Maggie] and
Tom," bur rather "they are swept under by the machinery from St. Ogg's," a symbol
of the destructive force of society's narrowness (379).
Moreover, the ending simply reinforces the pattern of the entire novel because
any joy Maggie feels is always followed by disaster. "S mall wonder," Bushnell
comments, "that life seems 'a stored-up force [... ] spent in this hour, unneeded
for any future, "' because "in a frustrating world, Maggie has only this awful hour
of self-actualization, and as usual it must be followed by disappointment" (393).
Society's overall ostracism of Eliot herself for living openly with a married man is
yet another factor that determines Maggie's untimely end. We may expect more
from Eliot, as David relates, but she wisely authors a big-hearted character who
serves as a somewhat gentle warning about the evils of oppressing women. If Eliot
had provided a way for the tarnished Maggie to thrive in the face of Victorian
ideals, "the world's wife" would instantly have turned a more scorching gaze upon
Eliot, perhaps causing the book to fail altogether (Eliot 397).
At any rate, Cather takes up the cause of women in MA and Eliot influenced
how she goes about it. Yet Cather was the type of courageous writer who, livin g in
America and writing MA thirty-six years after Eliot died, dared to blatantly show
that she disbelieved the typical dogma of patriarchal society. One factor that allows
Cather to pull off such a character is that the novel is set in a wild , mostly
unstructured land. As Jim says of Nebraska, it is "not a country at all, but the
material out of which countries are made" (12). More importantly, Tony's subversiveness is also slightly contained by the fact that Tony is already the Other by
virtue of being an immigrant. Now, if Tony were a wayward daughter of a
Virginian or Pennsylvanian family, the primary and acceptable members of
Black Hawk society, her aberrant traits would have been much more glaring
and threatening.
Notwithstanding these factors, which help Cather "disguise" Tony's subversiveness, Jim's tirade against the close-mindedness of Black Hawk is very daring on
Cather's part. In addition, Cather doesn't stop there because her fallen woman
triumphs after years of hardship. The once-jilted Tony winds up happy, and, as Jim
relates fervently, "she still had that something which fires the im agin ation, could
still stop one's breath for a moment by a look or gesture that somehow revealed the
meaning in common things" (Cather 258). Cather's reworking of the fallen
woman's fate is still quite a feat, even though Tony is the Other in a largely
untamed Nebraska.
After reading what Woodress has to say about the public's reaction to MA,
I have come to believe that the book's aberrant themes were largely overlooked
because the novel's pastoral, nostalgic vision of the American West helped revive
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a shell-shocked nation's patriotic sentiments. As Woodress indicates, the novel
appeared when America was finally on the verge of seeing the end of World
War I. Essentially, MA reinforced Americans' sense of pride in their native land,
especially for its uniqueness and natural splendor. Oliver Wendell Holmes, for
instance, seems to notice only the book's "unfailing charm," calling it "a poem
made from nature" which "makes the reader love his country more" (183).
Referring to Holmes's reaction , Woodress notes that "the renewed sense of patriotism
that My Antonia gave the old judge, who started his career as a Union officer in
the Civil War, was an unexpected and unplanned by-product" (183). Woodress
never explicitly says that this factor allowed the atypical aspects of Tony's life to
go unnoticed, bur such a conclusion is not unwarranted.
Eliot's influence on Cather is evident in a variety of ways: the heroines share
strikingly comparable appearances, passionate natures, longings for education, and
relationships with others; and they also undergo similar periods of renunciation,
later becoming fallen , isolated women . Yet Cather, unlike Eliot, creates a heroine
largely unwilling to buy into society's ideology and then bravely redeems her from
a fallen state. The only disappointing aspect of MA, seems to be that, although
Tony is emotionally and physically fulfilled, she never receives the education
Jim does. To Charlotte Goodman, this is Cather's way of "lamenting char a single
individual cannot experience the female maternal fulfillment of an Antonia and
the male inrellecrual satisfactions of a Jim Burden" (139). Still, MA stands both as
a testimonial of Eliot's influence on Cacher and as a widely subversive yet captivating text exploring the atypical roles women can occupy.
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